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2. Executive Summary
Two of the most severe natural hazards that have dire consequences on humans, society and the
environment are floods and forest fires. These hazards have both direct and indirect impacts. One
of their most severe, direct impacts is the fact that floods and fires pose a direct threat on human
life. They are also associated with impacts on human health and the overall quality of life in the
affected areas. Furthermore, both hazards are directly related with severe short-term, as well as
long-term socioeconomic impacts, since the cause damage to private and public properties and
disrupt economic activities (e.g. by reducing the ability of affected areas to offer recreational
opportunities). In addition to all these, both natural hazards have a severe environmental footprint,
since they affect or sometimes destroy habitats and ecosystem services. Depending on their degree
of severity, the impacts of floods and forest fires on the environment usually remain intense in the
long-run.
Such impacts are typical of natural hazards and necessitate the adoption of relevant measures and
the implementation of management practices in order to mitigate their effect and reduce or
eliminate their extent, when this is possible. Certain areas, characterized by specific
hydrometeorological regimes, topographic and geological characteristics, land cover, land use and
vegetation species are prone to both hazards. Typical Mediterranean periurban areas are in many
cases areas prone to floods and fires. In particular, due to their flammable vegetation species,
increased wind speeds and decreased humidity during the summer, such areas suffer from large
scale forest fires. The same areas, may suffer from extended floods during the winter, which are
typical wet, especially when their hydromorphology favors the occurrence of floods. It is
mentioned indicatively that at European level, floods seem to be the most frequently reported
natural disaster, which affects more than 26% of people who have been affected by any natural
disaster (Prevention Web, 2015). As far as forest fires are concerned, every year approximately
65.000 fire events occur in Europe, which burn about half a million hectares of forested areas and
wildland, and 85% of these events occur in the European Mediterranean region (San-MiguelAyanz et al., 2012). Particularly for Greece, the cost of flood events in the country reached 14
million Euros in 2003 alone. Regarding forest fires, in 2007 alone, 80 persons lost their lives
during fire events, more than 1.500 houses were burnt leaving behind 6.000 homeless and
approximately 270.000 hectares of forested land devastated. The cost of the 2007 fires reached 5
billion Euros.
Floods and forest fires are two natural hazards in apparent self-contradiction and they are
traditionally investigated separately. Independent units collect and process relevant information
and separate systems are applied to model and manage the resulting risk. However, this approach
overlooks two significant facts. The first one is that the field data required for the thorough
examination and effective management in both cases are essentially the same, and hence a “collect
once – use for many purposes” paradigm can be adopted, resulting by that way in increased
accuracy and economies. At the same time, these two phenomena are tightly interrelated, i.e. a
flood event becomes more probable and more catastrophic when occurring in a formerly forested
area that has been devastated by wildfire. This particularity implies that a combined approach to
managing flood and fire risk would yield better, more realistic results and at a decreased cost,
having thus considerable added value beyond current practice. The argument for combined risk
assessment and management of both hazards is strengthened by the fact that emergency services
(e.g. fire brigades) are usually the recipients and eventually the end-users of relevant warnings.
An area that suffers from both hazards is Rafina catchment, a typical Mediterranean periurban area
in Eastern Attica, Greece. The area covers approximately 130 km2 and geographically extends east
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of Ymittos Mountain to the coastline of Evoikos Gulf. Mixed and sometimes conflicting land uses
are typical of the area, in which forested land is dominant at the upstream regions, it is succeeded
by areas rural areas, where agricultural land coexists with arable soils, and adopts an urban
character mainly at its downstream areas, in which an industrial zone surrounds certain urban
cells. It needs to be mentioned that the study area undergoes a rapid and to a certain extent
uncontrolled urbanization over the last 30 years. As a result of its flammable vegetation (mainly
evergreen broadleaved shrublands, conifers and sclerophyllus vegetation) and the windy and dry
summers, the area is particularly prone to forest fires during the summer. At the same time, its
particular geomorphological conditions (steep upstream slopes, dense upstream hydrographic
network, erodible soil etc), its prolonged dry summers and wet winters and its increased
urbanization rate contribute to an increase in the vulnerability of the area to flash floods.
On top of these, the constantly increasing urbanization rate of the study area, contribute to its
characterization as an area of particular interest, for two additional reasons. On the one hand,
increased urbanization is directly related with an increase in impermeable areas and areas of
intense human intervention which are in their turn associated with increased flood risk. On the
other hand, as a result of the increase in human activity in the area, the impact of floods and fires
on local society is expected to be augmented as well. The post-flood and post-fire degradation of
the area has significant consequences for the almost 5 million inhabitants of Athens, who rely on
this area for recreation, contact with nature and quality of life. Hence, Rafina catchment is as a
typical area vulnerable to both hazards and their interaction.
Despite the significant problems experienced in the study area in terms of floods and forest fires,
at present there is no sufficient planning, detection and management approach adopted for both
natural hazards. Currently, prevention planning and management of floods is limited to the
construction of small scale and unfortunately insufficient flood protection works in the area.
Isolated attempts have been made in the past towards fire protection in the area, including
installation of fire detection cameras in several locations of the wider forested land in Eastern
Attica region, but improper maintenance of such systems and lack of cooperation between
pertinent authorities contributed to the failure of such efforts. Operational plans of the Greek Fire
Service for the fire protection of the area remain obsolete and insufficient. Importantly, the
combined impact of both hazards, with its significant consequences has been completely ignored,
and no holistic approach for floods and fires management has been adopted in the area so far.
Considering all these issues, the FLIRE Project aims to adopt a holistic approach towards floods
and forest fires and achieve combined, effective and robust risk assessment and management of
both natural hazards, using state-of-the-art tools, technologies and methods and taking into
account prevention, adaptation and interaction issues. The study area where this approach has been
tested is Rafina catchment, an area that suffers from both hazards and their interaction and also an
area of particular interest for the application of combined flood and fire risk assessment and
management.
To this end, a Decision Support System (DSS) platform has been developed during the
implementation of FLIRE. This platform hosts tools and provides enhanced services for near-real
time management of floods and fires, as well as tools and services for management of these
hazards on a planning basis. More specifically, the platform hosts a Weather Information
Management Tool (WIMT) that supports both near-real time needs and strategic requirements,
near real-time floods and fire risk assessment and management tools, a planning tool for flood risk
assessment and management, an Early Warning System (EWS) for flash floods and a fire danger
index.
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The primary objectives of the FLIRE Project, which are directly linked with the minimization of
the impact of floods and forest fires on human lives, ecosystems and properties, include:

The development of tools that will support floods and fires risk assessment and management
and in particular the development of:
o WIMT, which will dynamically receive short-term weather forecasts and real-time
weather information and distribute it to floods and fire modelling systems,
o a near real-time flood risk assessment and management tool, which will include the
catchment and urban modelling components and an Early Flood Warning System
(EFWS). It will receive the weather information from the WIMT and activate, if
necessary, the corresponding EWS.
o a near real-time forest fire risk assessment and management tool, which will receive
weather information from the WIMT and will estimate and issue levels of fire danger
on a daily basis.
o a planning tool for flood management, which will use the flood (catchment and urban)
modelling components of the near real-time flood management tool and will further
consider urban development and an optimization algorithm for flood risk management.

The integration of the aforementioned tools into a common system (a DSS platform), which
will support decisions for integrated flood and forest fire management,

The implementation and testing of the system in Rafina catchment (in Eastern Attica,
Greece) and

The extraction of transferable lessons learnt during the implementation of the Project, a
procedure that will foster the Project’s uptake in other similar regions.
The key deliverables and outputs of the Project include:
 A report on the current status of the study area. This report includes information for the
study area about inter alia its hydrometeorological regime, its geomorphological
characteristics, historic floods and forest fires, environmental status and urban
development. Relevant datasets collected for this report have been properly processed and
used in other Actions
 A system for short-term weather forecasting
 A detailed hydrological analysis of the study area
 An urban flood analysis for the urban part of the study area
 The coupling of a catchment hydrological model, a catchment hydraulic model and an
urban hydraulic model
 Flood hazard and flood risk mapping for the study area
 Forest fuel maps for the study area that support forest fire risk assessment
 A forest fire risk management tool that operates under near real-time conditions and
informs the FLIRE User Group (local authorities, key stakeholders and properly selected
representatives from the local society) on the risk of imminent fires
 A flood risk management tool that operates under near real-time conditions and informs
the FLIRE User Group on the risk of imminent floods
 An optimization algorithm for flood management
 A planning tool for flood risk assessment and management in periurban environment
 An integrated DSS platform for combined flood and forest fire risk management. The DSS
platform hosts components for near real-time floods and fires risk assessment and
management, as well as a component for strategic risk assessment and management (the
planning tool for flood risk assessment and management).
The starting date of the FLIRE Project was 01/10/2012 and the Project was completed at
30/09/2015, according to schedule. This Final Report (FR) aims to present the progress that has
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been made in the administrative part, the technical part (Preparatory, Implementation, Monitoring
and Dissemination Actions) and the financial part of FLIRE during the 36 months of Project
implementation, as well as the foreseen activities for the “After-LIFE period”. The overall
progress of FLIRE has been particularly satisfactory; activities, outputs and deliverables were
completed according to schedule, the objectives set to reach the aim of the Project have been
successfully met and the DSS platform is successfully applied in Rafina catchment. The structure
of this report is presented below.
More specifically, a list of contents is available in Section 1, while this Section (Section 2)
includes an executive summary of FLIRE. An introduction to FLIRE, including general
information on background, the problem addressed, the FLIRE concept, as well as expected longer
term results, focusing on connection with EU policy and legislation and the reproducibility of the
demonstrated technology, is presented in Section 3 (Introduction). The description and an
evaluation of the management system are presented in Section 4 (Administrative part). Section 4
also includes an overview of the Project phases and activities and tasks per phase, the Project
Gantt chart and its organogram and information on communications with EC and the Monitoring
team. Section 5 (Technical part) presents the technical progress of all Preparatory,
Implementation, Monitoring and Dissemination Actions. Sections 5.1 focuses on Preparatory,
Implementation and Monitoring Actions and includes a description of the activities undertaken
and outputs achieved from each Action, their comparison with planned activities, reporting on
possible modification and problems encountered during each Action and a discussion on
perspectives for continuation of each Action during the After-LIFE period. Relevant information
for the Dissemination Actions is presented in Section 5.2. The implementation of the Project is
evaluated in Section 5.3, which discusses the methodology adopted for the sound implementation
of FLIRE, and compares and evaluates objectives foreseen in the revised proposal against
achieved outputs of each Action. Section 5.4 includes an analysis of the expected long-term
benefits of FLIRE. This Section discusses about direct, quantitative environmental benefits, longterm environmental and socioeconomic benefits, continuation of Project activities, replicability
and transferability, innovative aspects and demonstration, profit for the local society with the
integration of FLIRE tools in currently adopted practice measures and quantification of this profit
through long-term indicators of the success of the Project. Information about financial issues,
including a summary of Project costs incurred, information about the accounting system of
partners, partnership arrangements and a summary of cost per Action are included in Section 6.
Administrative, technical and dissemination annexes, the final table of indicators, as well as a
dedicated Annex with itemized responses to all EC comments received during the Project
implementation are included in Section 7. Finally, the financial report and relevant annexes are
presented in Section 8.
References
1. Prevention Web, (2015), Statistics by Disasters Type, Disaster statistics from the Prevention
Web,
available
at:
http://www.preventionweb.net/english/countries/statistics/index_region.php?rid=3
2. San-Miguel-Ayanz J., Schulte E., Schmuck G., Camia A., Strobl P., Liberta G., Giovando C.,
Boca R., Sedano F., Kempeneers P., McInerney D., Withmore C., Santos de Oliveira S.,
Rodrigues M., Durrant T., Corti P., Oehler F., Vilar L. and Amatulli G., (2012),
Comprehensive Monitoring of Wildfires in Europe: The European Forest Fire Information
System (EFFIS), Approaches to Managing Disaster - Assessing Hazards, Emergencies and
Disaster Impacts, Prof. John Tiefenbacher (Ed.), ISBN: 978-953-51-0294-6, InTech, DOI:
10.5772/28441.
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3. Introduction
Floods and forests fires are classified among the most devastating natural disasters, the occurrence
of which is related with severe socioeconomic impacts, including loss of human lives, ecological,
health and quality of life degradation, destruction of private and public property and disruption of
economic activities.
Focusing on the environmental impact of floods, the contaminations of watercourses, the impact
on agriculture and on earth stability are the most significant. In particular, during or after a flood
event, pathogens and toxic substances including chemicals, solvents, oils, grease, industrial waste
and pesticides are washed off, transferred downstream and released into the local environment.
Moreover, crops and especially those that normally grow in dry land can be destroyed, since crop
roots can be repelled from oversaturated soil. In several cases, soil oversaturation can provoke
landslides and earth instability, giving rise to safety concerns. The environmental impact of fires
concerns the amelioration of the ecosystem services. The wildlife populations and the endangered
species are threatened. Also, the air quality deteriorates due to the emission of hazardous gases
(e.g. CO, CO2, CH4 and N2O) released in burnt areas. Moreover, the aquatic systems are polluted
and the quality and the fish population of affected rivers are also threatened. The environmental
impact of floods and forest fires becomes even more severe in the (quite usual) case of combined
action, since forest fires exacerbate the risk of flooding and preceding floods drastically reduce the
risk of fires. The occurrence and the extent of both disasters depend also on human intervention,
which is particularly pronounced in periurban areas and can magnify the environmental impact.
FLIRE adopts an integrated approach aiming to effective risk assessment and efficient
management of floods and fires. More specifically, a DSS platform that support risk assessment
and management on a real-time basis and on a planning basis has been developed. Real-time and
forecasted weather information are included in the platform and exploited in advanced flood and
fire risk modelling. Based on model outputs, early warnings for floods as well as a daily fire
danger index are issued by the system. The study area is Rafina catchment, a typical
Mediterranean periurban area in Eastern Attica, which is particularly prone to both hazards.
Relevant information is distributed to key stakeholders and local authorities, while filtered
information is also available to the public. Training seminars to make stakeholders and local
authorities familiar with the platform and its tools, as well as public awareness raising campaigns
have also taken place. FLIRE thus supports prevention, mitigation, preparedness and response,
which are core components for efficient disaster management. FLIRE tools are developed in such
a way, so as the platform is easily reproducible and applicable in other areas with relevant
characteristics in the long run.
Both disasters are especially high in the environmental agenda of the European Union. Protection
of ecosystems, management of natural resources and safeguarding of people’s health and
wellbeing are typical priority areas in EU’s Environment Action Programme (EAP), still
highlighted in the recent 7th EAP. Relevant EU environmental policy and legislation concerns
improvement of habitat and species protection (e.g. EU Forest Action Plan {SEC (2006), 748},
Bird’s Directive 2009/147/EC etc.), the ecological status of water bodies (Water Framework
Directive 2000/60/EC) and the need for improving risk management through the use of early
warning systems (e.g. Floods Directive 2007/60/EC). All these issues are addressed by FLIRE,
which is expected to contribute to the implementation, update and, when relevant, development of
EU environmental policy and legislation.
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4. Administrative part
4.1 Description of the management system
A schematic presentation of the interaction of all Project Actions is presented in the following
Gantt chart (Figure 1). The only deviations from the foreseen time-plan concern the earlier starting
date of Action B3 (preparatory activities started 01/07/2013 instead of 01/04/2014) and Action B6
(preparatory activities started 01/01/2013 instead of 01/09/2013) and the extension of Action B7
(ended 30/06/2015 instead of 31/03/2015, following relevant communication with the FLIRE
External Monitoring Officer). The activities and tasks of each Action are included in the
corresponding Technical Reports (deliverables of Action A1). All Technical Reports were initially
submitted with the Inception Report (IR). The Technical reports for Actions B7, C1, D2 and E1
were revised according to EC comments and submitted with the Mid-term report (MR), with no
further comments in follow up EC communications.

Figure 1. The Gantt chart of all FLIRE Actions.
The Coordinating Beneficiary (CB) is the National Technical University of Athens (NTUA) and
the Associated Beneficiaries (AB) are: the Imperial College London (ICL), the Research Institute
for Geo-Hydrological Protection, Italian National Research Council (IRPI-CNR), the National
Observatory of Athens (NOA), ALGOSYSTEMS S.A. (ALGO) and the Foundation for Research
and Technology Hellas (FORTH). The Project organisation consists of the Management
Committee (MC) and the Technical Committee (TC). The MC is responsible for all management
issues (progress and financial issues). Both Committees met regularly to arrange any raised issues
on time. The members of both committees are presented in the organogram of FLIRE (Figure 2).
The role of the CB representatives is presented in the following. The PC is responsible for all
communications with the EC. The PC has also organized all internal meetings and coordinated all
the activities. The DO and the IMC are responsible for the dissemination procedures of the project.
Both the IMC and the FO are responsible for supporting all procedures and communications with
the external monitoring team. The IMC and the FO were responsible for organizing all the
partners’ meetings that have taken place during the implementation of the Project. The eight
partners’ meetings that have been implemented in total are presented in Table 1.
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Table1. List of partners meetings implemented during this reporting period.
Meeting
Date
AB that organized
Location
the meeting
Kick off Meeting
08/11/2012
NTUA
Athens, Greece
2nd Partners’ Meeting
24/01/2013
NOA
Athens, Greece
rd
3 Partners’ Meeting
10/05/2013
NTUA
Athens, Greece
4th Partners’ Meeting
26/09-27/09/2013
FORTH
Herakleion-Crete, Greece
5th Partners’ Meeting
16-18/01/2014
ICL
London, UK
6th Partners’ Meeting
26-27/06/2014
IRPI-CNR
Perugia, Italy
7th Partners’ Meeting
02-03/12/2014
ALGOSYSTEMS
Athens, Greece
th
8 Partners’ Meeting
30/09/2015
NTUA
Athens, Greece
The IMC was responsible for organizing Skype meetings, teleconferences and e-conferences
among the partners and for monitoring the overall FLIRE progress through short monthly reports
submitted by all AB. This information was properly evaluated and exploited for the preparation
and submission of monthly progress reports to the FLIRE External Monitoring Officer. The FO
was responsible for collecting, at the end of every trimester, the detailed financial reports
accompanied by copies of all implemented expenses, timesheets and similar documentation from
all AB. The Organogram of the Project is presented in Figure 2.

Figure 2. The Organograms of the FLIRE Project.
Partnership agreements were signed between the CB and each individual AB on 15/11/2012.
Partnership agreements were submitted to the Commission with the IR.

4.2 Evaluation of the management system
Concrete procedures for Project management were followed throughout the duration of the Project
ensuring its successful implementation. These procedures are included in the Technical Report for
Action E1 (submitted with the MR), the description of Action A1 (Section 5.1) and the Evaluation
of Project Implementation (Section 5.3). In general, the Technical Actions were implemented as
scheduled, deliverables met the objectives of each Action and were submitted on-time, and no
specific problems occurred during the implementation of the Project. The collaboration between
the members of the consortium has been flawless and this is depicted in the overall progress of the
Project.
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The 1st External Monitoring Officer visit took place on the 18th of February 2013 at the CB’s
premises, where all Greek partners were present. The External Monitoring Officer was informed
on FLIRE aim, objectives and progress and gave general instructions for successful
implementation. Following the 1st External Monitoring Officer visit, the Commission sent to the
PC the 1st round of EC comments on technical and financial issues on the 5th of June 2013, to be
addressed in the IR. The IR was successfully submitted on the 15th of June 2013 and on the 2nd of
November 2013 the Commission addressed to the CB the 2nd round of EC comments on technical
and financial issues.
The 2nd External Monitoring Officer visit took place on the 25th of February 2014 at the CB’s
premises, where representatives from the Greek partners (NTUA, ALGOSYSTEMS, NOA) were
present. The FORTH team was available on Skype. The NTUA team presented to the External
Monitoring Officer the overall progress of the Project. All beneficiaries’ cost documents were also
available. The External Monitoring Officer provided additional instructions for the successful
implementation of FLIRE. Following the 2nd External Monitoring Officer visit, the Commission
sent to the PC on the 16th of May 2014 the 3rd round of EC comments on technical and financial
issues. All issues raised to time in EC letters as well as comments from the External Monitoring
Officer were addressed in the MR. The MR was successfully submitted in the 30th of May 2014
and on the 4th of August 2014 the Commission addressed to the CB the 4th round of EC comments
on technical and financial issues.
The 3rd External Monitoring Officer visit took place on the 2nd of December 2014. The 1st part of
the visit took place at ALGOSYSTEMS’ premises and more specifically during the first day of the
7th partners’ meeting. Partners from NTUA, AGOSYSTEMS, NOA, FORTH and ICL who
participated in the meeting were also present during the External Monitoring Officer visit. The
NTUA team presented to the External Monitoring Officer the overall progress of the Project,
focusing on technical issues. The 2nd part of the visit took place at the CB’s premises and focused
on financial issues. All beneficiaries’ cost documents were available during this part of the visit.
During both parts of the visit, the External Monitoring Officer provided useful instructions for the
successful implementation of FLIRE. Following the 3rd External Monitoring Officer visit, the
Commission sent to the PC on the 7th of January 2015 the 5th round of EC comments on technical
and financial issues.
The 4th (Final) External Monitoring Officer visit took place on the 30th of September 2015 at the
CB’s premises. The visit took place during the 8th (final) partners’ meeting with representatives
from all partners participating in it. Initially, the NTUA team presented to the External Monitoring
Officer the overall progress of the Project, focusing on technical issues and then an extended
discussion was made on financial issues. All beneficiaries’ cost documents were available. The
External Monitoring Officer provided useful instructions for the final reporting phase, paying also
particular attention on After-LIFE activities. Following the 4th External Monitoring Officer visit,
the Commission sent to the PC on the 2nd of December 2015 the 6th round of EC comments on
technical and financial issues. All issues raised in the 4th, 5th and 6th round of EC comments as
well as comments from the External Monitoring Officer are addressed in the current FR.
In addition, the CB had established a regular communication with the External Monitoring Officer
through the submission of monthly progress reports (in total 36 monthly progress reports were
submitted), as described in Action A1 and in Section 5.3 (Evaluation of Project Implementation).
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5. Technical part
5.1 Technical progress, per task
Action A1: Technical planning
The Preparatory Action A1 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 31/12/2012.
The aim of this Action was to support the overall technical planning of the Project through the
compilation of a detailed Technical Report for each Action. The deliverables of Action A1 are
presented in Table 2. No milestones were foreseen for this Action in the proposal.
Table 2. Deliverables of Action A1.
Actual
Foreseen
Deliverables
completion
Transmission to EC with (Report/Annex #)
due date
date
17 Technical
31/12/2012 31/12/2012
Reports

IR/Annex 7.2.1 & MR / Annexes 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.2.4 and
7.2.11 (revised Technical Reports for Actions C1, D2 and
E1, as requested from the EC, letter of 2 November 2013).
No
further
comments
received
in
subsequent
communications.

The PC prepared a common, detailed and coherent methodological framework for the preparation
of Technical Reports for all Action. IPCs followed the structure of this framework and compiled
one Technical Report for each Action they coordinate. Further to a short description of each
Action, IPCs incorporated a time schedule for all deliverables, milestones and identified tasks,
prioritization of all tasks (as of high, medium or low priority) and information on their working
team. The Technical Reports, were delivered to CB in time and uploaded on a dedicated folder on
Dropbox. CB examined all reports and identified trivial deviations from the revised proposal,
concerning mainly the deadlines of a couple of deliverables (described in the IR) that did not
affect the overall schedule of FLIRE. Action A1 was successfully completed, with no delays or
major problems.
Action A1 is directly associated with Action E1. More specifically, the outcomes of Action A1
were integrated in Action E1 upon their completion, in order to further support management and
progress monitoring activities. As foreseen in Action E1, technical progress reports were delivered
by all partners to the CB every month. These reports included information on all the activities
undertaken during each reported month and also on the activities foreseen for the following
reporting period. In their monthly reports, ABs could report any problem encountered or any
concern they had for the implementation of their tasks. CB compared the reported monthly
progress of all partners against the corresponding Technical Reports in order to identify possible
deviations. In particular, planned activities, outputs, deliverables, milestones and the
corresponding timetables described in the Technical Reports were compared against the achieved
ones that were described in the short monthly reports. Their identification and the absence of
reported problems and delays served as indicators of the progress of each Action. Through the
combined evaluation from the CB of information from the short monthly reports and the Technical
reports, FLIRE’s progress was regularly monitored and management activities were supported
strongly. Since the very early stages of the Project all partners had paid the necessary attention to
this task and hence this procedure was performed flawlessly every month. Based on relevant input
from the internal reporting and the Technical Reports, CB prepared a monthly progress report and
submitted it at the end of each month to the FLIRE External Monitoring Officer. In total 36
monthly progress reports were prepared and submitted to the FLIRE External Monitoring Officer.
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action A1 are included in Annex
7.5.1.
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Action A2: Identification of the current status of the study area
The Preparatory Action A2 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 28/06/2013.
The aim of this Action was the identification of the current condition of the study area and the
collection and analysis of useful information that would be used for the sound implementation of
the Project. The deliverables of Action A2 are presented in Table 3. No milestones were foreseen
for this Action in the proposal.
Table 3. Deliverables of Action A2.
Foreseen due
Actual
Transmission to EC with
Deliverables
date
completion date
(Report/Annex #)
Status survey report for the
MR / Annex 7.2.5 & FR /
28/06/2013
28/06/2013
Annex 7.2.1
study area
MR / Annex 7.2.6 & FR /
Forest fuel map of the region
28/06/2013
28/06/2013
Annex 7.2.2
In order to accomplish Action A2, the current conditions of the study area were classified into:
physical properties of the periurban catchment, environmental conditions in the area,
characteristics of the urban zone, historical information and relevant legislation for floods and
fires.
The physical properties include the hydromorphologic, meteorological and topographic
characteristics of the area. NTUA performed extended literature review and in-situ field trips in
order to collect relevant information for the study area, and, when applicable, gathered
information was properly processed with GIS (Geographic Information Systems) tools. FORTH
applied remote sensing techniques and together with NTUA produced layers with spatial
information for the rural part of the study area, necessary for flood modelling (Figure 3).

Figure 3. Detailed DSM (1), Land cover map 2009 (2), Map of meteorological and flow
measurement stations (3)
In terms of environmental information for the study area, NTUA collected information about the
ecological and chemical status of the rivers in the area, the pressures on local surface water
systems and the qualitative status of local surface water systems. A basic source of this
information was the RBMP of Attica (the final volume and previous published versions).
Information retrieved from it was properly processed in order to extract valuable information
particularly for the study area.
Regarding the characteristics of the urban zone, NTUA collected information on urbanization and
development rate. General, historical and demographic information was collected for all
municipalities that are within the boundaries of the study area, either entirely or partly.
Furthermore, information on significant public works in the area (International airport, port,
highways) which contribute to an important increase in the private building activity was also
collected.
In addition, information on historical floods and forest fires that affected the study area, was also
collected. This information provided necessary input for the identification of locations within the
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study area that are vulnerable to flash floods and forest fires and need further attention NTUA
collected National and EU legislation on floods and ALGOSYSTEMS focused on the legal
framework of forest fire management in Greece. All the aforementioned information is included in
the updated “Status survey report” (Annex 7.2.1), which serves as a reference for the initial
conditions in the area. A Stakeholders Mapping Exercise is also incorporated in the updated
version of the report, as required at EC letters of 04/08/2014 and 07/01/2015 (itemised responses
to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action A2 are included in Annexes 7.5.2 and 7.5.3.)
ALGOSYSTEMS also performed forest fuel mapping for the area. Information for vegetation,
fuel, visibility and vulnerability and other fire-related data in the area was collected and properly
processed. For the production of the map, background data from previous fuel characterization
schemes (Fuelmap and ArcFuel) and recent earth observation data were used. In-situ field
observations were performed for validating the map accuracy and the quality of the fuel
classification made. ALGOSYSTEMS prepared a detailed technical report on forest fuel mapping
(submitted with the MR). The forest fuel map of the area is presented in Figure 4.

Figure 4. Forest fuel map for the area of interest (the boundaries of the study area are marked
with the light blue line)
The planned outputs of this Action were its two deliverables and additional information (e.g. GIS
layers, statistical information, vulnerable locations etc.) that would be used as input to the
Implementation Actions B. The achieved outputs presented above are in complete agreement
with the planned outputs. All outputs foreseen for this Action were successfully produced and
delivered as scheduled.
The indicators used to test the performance of Action A2 were the early availability of those
datasets that would be used in other Actions, the amount of information gathered for this Action
and the on-time uploading of the two deliverables on the dedicated Dropbox file.
No modifications were made for this Action and no special problems/delays were encountered
during its implementation. It is only noted that, as also specified in the Inception and the MR, in
the revised proposal it was mentioned that the “Status survey report” would be delivered at the
end of the Action, i.e. by the end of June 2013; yet the date that was mentioned was by mistake
29/03/2013. The correct date was 28/06/2013.
Regarding the perspectives for continuation of this Action after the end of this Project, it is
highlighted that study area is vulnerable to floods and fires and its urbanization rate is constantly
increasing. Thus, its land cover and land use is expected to change. If a natural disaster will
dramatically change its land cover during the 5-year post-LIFE period, Project partners will update
the relevant datasets used in flood and fire modelling.
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Action B1: Catchment Hydrological modelling
Action B1 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 29/03/2013. The aim of this
Action was the simulation of the spatially distributed hydrological processes that take place in the
rural part of the study area. The deliverable and milestones of Action B1 are presented in Table 4.
Table 4. Deliverable and milestones of Action B1.
Actual
Foreseen
Transmission to EC
Deliverable
completion
due date
with (Report/Annex #)
date
Hydrological study of the area
29/03/2013 29/03/2013
IR / Annex 7.2.2
Foreseen
Milestones
Actual completion date
due date
Satellite data analysis completed
31/01/2013
31/01/2013
Completion of the hydrological analysis
29/03/2013
29/03/2013
The hydrological analysis was the first step that needed to be performed for the flood analysis
necessary for FLIRE. It provided necessary input (i.e. simulated discharge timeseries that
represent the response of the catchment to different rainfall events) to the subsequent Action B2
that performed the hydraulic analysis of the urban area and both Actions eventually supported
flood risk assessment (Action B3). Therefore, particular attention was paid in order to perform
accurate and representative hydrological simulations.
An important initial issue for the sound implementation of Action B1 was the selection of an
appropriate hydrological model that would perform the simulations. To this end, NTUA prepared
a long list with candidate hydrological models to be applied for the Project. The consortium
decided upon the application of the HEC-HMS (Hydrologic Engineering Center – Hydrologic
Modeling System) event based hydrological model and the MISDc (Modello Idrologico
Semidistribuito in Continuo) continuous hydrological model, mainly for comparison purposes.
Both models were open source rainfall-runoff models. NTUA undertook the successful setting up,
running, calibration and validation of the HEC-HMS model, while IRPI-CNR was responsible for
the application of the MISDc model. Six representative historic rainfall events were selected and
analyzed with both models. Four events were used for calibration purposes and two for validation
purposes. Datasets from the hydrometeorological monitoring networks operated by NTUA
(http://hoa.ntua.gr) and NOA (www.meteo.gr/meteosearch) supported the analyses. Relevant
information that was already available from the first stages of implementation of Action A2 was
also exploited. In addition, IRPI carried out an analysis of the globally available soil moisture
products (e.g. satellite products) commonly used by the scientific community. The products were
compared with the soil moisture simulations provided by MISDc and with in-situ observations
retrieved from a gauged site in the area and were eventually used as indexes to better understand
the climatic variability of the catchment and its response in terms of runoff.
An initial analysis for the identification of the exact boundaries of the examined hydrological
catchment and its subbasins was executed with HEC-GeoHMS, a geospatial hydrological tool that
operates in GIS environment, as an extension of ArcGIS. Particularly, having as input the Digital
Surface Model (DSM) and running many modules in ArcGIS, the user takes the background basin
model and the basin model file that is a prerequisite for hydrological modelling. The basin model
includes hydrologic elements and its connectivity, subbasin areas and other hydrological
parameters. Figure 5 presents the format of the exported basin model file.
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Figure 5. The basin model of the study area
FORTH processed satellite images and produced updated land cover maps, which were essential
for the hydrological analysis. Landsat 5 observations were used and state-of-the-art object and
pixel-based classification techniques were employed to derive the land cover product. ALOS data
were provided by ESA, at low cost, under a CAT 1 grand. ALOS PRISM and AVNIR - 2 scenes
were used to develop a High Resolution (HR) Digital Surface Model (DSM) and a HR land cover
map. DSMs were also used to orthorectify the multispectral acquisitions of AVNIR - 2 and
Landsat 5/8, supporting thus land cover map production and land use mapping.
Both hydrological models produced reliable and accurate outputs, however the HEC-HMS model
was considered as most appropriate for application in the Project, since it can incorporate
parameters that quantify the floods-fires interaction and its nature as event-based model is more
close to the “real-time requirements” of the FLIRE Project. Indicative results of both models are
presented in Figure 6. The hydrological study is described in detail in the relevant deliverable
(successfully submitted with the IR). This report includes graphs, tables and text, presenting in
brief some general conclusions from the hydrological analysis of the rural zone of the study area.
Representative GIS maps of the catchment were also included in the report.

Figure 6. Indicative results of the hydrological analysis with HEC-HMS and MISDc
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Eventually, Action B1 resulted in the successful setting up, calibration and running of the
hydrological model. Further to the hydrological analysis of the study area that was hence
successfully performed, the calibrated hydrological model would be latter incorporated in the
flood model chain and support the production of flood hazard and flood risk maps (Action B3), the
issuing of flood alerts (Action B3) and the running of different scenarios for flood management
through the Planning Tool (Action B7).
The planned outputs of this Action included the hydrological study and a number of simulated
discharge timeseries produced from the hydrological model runs. These datasets are available in
appropriate format for their import in the urban flood model (Action B2). The achieved outputs
presented above are in complete agreement with the planned outputs. All outputs foreseen for
this Action were successfully produced and delivered as scheduled.
The indicators used to test the performance of Action B1 were the early availability of necessary
hydrological datasets and relevant specifications, the agreement in simulations of the two different
models and the on-time uploading of the report on the dedicated Dropbox file.
Action B1 has been implemented as scheduled in the framework of Action A1 (Technical
Planning). No modifications were made for this Action and no special problems/delays were
encountered during its implementation.
Regarding the perspectives for continuation of Action B1, it needs to be mentioned that despite the
fact that hydrological analysis was successfully completed as scheduled, NTUA continued
working on hydrological modelling after the completion of the Action, aiming to further optimize
the outputs of the model and perform additional simulations. Additional simulations will continue
after the end of the Project, when considered necessary, for the representativeness of the outcomes
of the DSS platform.
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Action B2: Urban flood modelling
Action B2 started on 01/04/2013 and was successfully completed by 31/03/2014. The aim of the
Implementation Action B2 was the efficient coupling of a surface flow model with a sewer flow
model for the simulation and forecasting of flooding in the urbanized part of the study area. The
deliverables and milestone of Action B2 are presented in Table 5.
Table 5. Deliverables and milestones of Action B2.
Actual
Foreseen
Transmission to EC
Deliverables
completion
due date
with (Report/Annex #)
date
Small scale flood prediction
31/01/2014 31/01/2014
MR / Annex 7.2.7
Report on full scale flood forecasting
28/03/2014 28/03/2014
MR / Annex 7.2.8
Foreseen
Milestone
Actual completion date
due date
Application of the flood prediction model 31/01/2014
31/01/2014
In order to meet the principal aim and the detailed objectives of Action B2 (described in the IR)
the following tasks were undertaken.
The specifications of an appropriate surface runoff model for the simulation of the response of the
urban part of the study area were a high priority task and a thorough literature review was
conducted by ICL. As described in the Inception and the MR, the consortium agreed upon the
application of the Storm Water Management Model (SWMM) (US EPA) as the hydraulic model
for urban flood modelling, given that SWMM accounts for various hydrological processes that
produce runoff from urban areas and has also important hydraulic capabilities in order to transfer
the generated runoff and/or external inflows from upstream surface runoff through the overland
and sewer network of an area. ICL selected the Automatic Overland Flow Delineation (AOFD)
tool (described in the deliverable “Small scale flood prediction”) for surface delineation, a GIS
tool which generates 1-dimensional (1D) models of the overland network (or urban surface) based
on an accurate Digital Surface Model (DSM).
The collection of necessary datasets for the simulation procedure was a crucial task. ICL, NTUA
and FORTH collaborated on technical specifications for a fine resolution Digital Surface Model
(DSM) of the urban area. ICL undertook a field survey in order to deal with the limited available
datasets for the sewer network of the area. All datasets were further analyzed with state-of-the-art
tools and the final sewer network of the area was produced (Figure 7). Finally, ICL collected
information about the building blocks in Rafina, as described in both deliverables of this Action.

Figure 7. The storm water sewer network of the city of Rafina
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NTUA and ICL identified a suitable urban subbasin of the study area for the customization and
implementation of the urban flood model. The subbasin boundaries were selected so as to be
representative of the whole urbanized part and also to facilitate the incorporation of the results of
Action B1. The upstream boundaries of the urban area coincided with the outlet of an upstream
subbasin (Rafina flow gauge). The area was extended downstream to the sea, the outlet of the
study area, and covered the ‘urban’ subbasin defined in the hydrological analysis of the catchment
(described in the deliverable “Hydrological study of the area”). The urban area was 4.99 km2 and
had a perimeter of 14.87 km. Figure 8 shows the 5 subbasins identified in the hydrological
analysis (in light blue) and the boundaries of the urban area under consideration (in red).

Figure 8. The 5 subbasins of the hydrological model and the urban part of the study area.
Then the surface flow model was upgraded and customized with a sewer flow model (1D/1D) for
the selected area. ICL used AOFD tool to accurately model the overland flow network. Ponds
were computed, natural exit points were identified and preferential pathways were analyzed based
on the “rolling ball’’ technique.
Efficient coupling and integration of the surface flow model with a sewer flow model these
models was performed by ICL. The application of the OpenMI platform for the model coupling
procedure was investigated. However, the near real time application of the models and the
development of the DSS platform of the Project were more suitable and efficient. Outputs of
Action B1 at the outlet of Rafina subbasin served as inflow timeseries in the coupled model. The
coupled models performed simulations for three significant historical events, were calibrated and
validated. There was a high level of agreement between observed and simulated depths, both in
terms of maximum depths and time-to-peak. The accuracy of the model prediction was significant,
as concluded by the high values of the Nash–Sutcliffe efficiency index. Indicative results are
presented in Figure 9.
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Figure 9. Simulated (red line) and observed (blue line) depth timeseries for Rafina2.
Eventually, Action B2 resulted in the successful setting up, calibration and running of a hydraulic
model for the urban regions of the study area, which allowed its operational use for near real-time
flood forecasting. By that way, the model could be implemented for full scale urban flood
prediction based on local rainfall forecasting. Further to the hydraulic analysis of the urban regions
that was hence successfully performed, the calibrated hydraulic model would be latter
incorporated in the flood model chain and support the production of flood hazard and flood risk
maps (Action B3), the issuing of flood alerts (Action B3) and the running of different scenarios for
flood management through the Planning Tool (Action B7).
The planned outputs of this Action were its two deliverables as well as additional information
(e.g. stage and discharge timeseries, GIS layers, locations prone to urban flooding etc.) that would
be used in other flood-related Actions (B3 and B7). The achieved outputs presented above are in
complete agreement with the planned outputs. All outputs foreseen for this Action were
successfully produced and delivered as scheduled.
The indicators used to test the performance of Action A2 were the successful coupling of the
overland flow model with the sewer network model, the successful import of datasets from Action
B1, the early availability of those datasets that would be used in other Actions and the on-time
uploading of the two deliverables on the dedicated Dropbox file.
Action B2 has been implemented as scheduled in the framework of Action A1 (Technical
Planning). No modifications were made for this Action. Some delays (also reported in the MR)
were encountered during the collection of datasets (current sewer network, building blocks etc.),
however the early identification of the problem and the seamless cooperation between NTUA and
ICL had as a result the successful and on-time completion of this Action.
Regarding the perspectives for continuation of Action B2, ICL continued working on urban flood
modelling after the completion of the Action, aiming to further optimize the model outputs and
perform additional simulations for significant rainfall events. Additional simulations will continue
after the end of the Project, when considered necessary, for the representativeness of the outcomes
of the DSS platform.
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Action B3: Flood risk assessment
The official starting date of Action B3 was 01/04/2014. However, because of the increased
importance of this Action for the sound implementation of FLIRE, NTUA started preparatory
activity in July 2013. The early start of this Action is also mentioned in Section 4.1 of this report
and considered in the updated Project Gantt chart (Figure 1). The Action was successfully
completed by 30/09/2014, as scheduled. The aim of Action B3 was the completion of flood risk
assessment in the study area through the exploitation of the outcomes of Actions B1 and B2. The
deliverables and milestones of Action B3 are presented in Table 6.
Table 6. Deliverables and milestones of Action B3.
Actual
Foreseen
Transmission to EC
Deliverables
completion
due date
with (Report/Annex #)
date
Flood hazard maps
30/09/2014 30/09/2014
FR / Annex 7.2.3
Flood risk maps
30/09/2014 30/09/2014
FR / Annex 7.2.4
Foreseen
Milestones
Actual completion date
due date
Availability of coupled catchment and
30/06/2014
30/06/2014
urban models
Completion of the scenario database
31/07/2014 30/09/2014 (Replaced by 3 levels of
smart alerts, as presented below)
The activities that had to be undertaken in order to successfully complete Action B3 included:
 Coupling of catchment modelling and urban modelling
 Running of the model chain for several flood events (using recorded historic rainfall
timeseries)
 Generation of stochastic rainfall timeseries that will cover events that range between
recurrent events [T=2 years] and exceptional events [T=200 years]
 Production of flood hazard maps for recorded and stochastic rainfall timeseries
 Collection and analysis of socioeconomic datasets for the inundated areas
 Production of flood risk maps for recorded rainfall timeseries and stochastic rainfall
timeseries using socioeconomic information
 Consideration of the ecological impact of floods for the production of flood risk maps
 Development of a methodology for the production of efficient flood alerts
Flood modelling is one of the core components of the FLIRE DSS Platform. NTUA realized the
importance of producing flood maps for the whole catchment and to this end an additional
hydraulic analysis for the periurban areas, not foreseen in the revised proposal, was performed.
Eventually, flood modelling included hydrological and hydraulic analyses for both the periurban
and the urban part of Rafina catchment. NTUA undertook the hydrological analysis of the whole
catchment and the hydraulic analysis of the periurban areas, while ICL focused on the hydraulic
analysis of the urban part. Hence, a Flood Risk Assessment System (FLORAS) was developed,
integrating 3 models: HEC-HMS (for the simulation of the catchment hydrology), HEC-RAS (for
hydraulic simulation of periurban areas in the catchment) and SWMM (for the hydraulic
simulation of the urban part of Rafina).
All models are usually accessed over a user interface as stand-alone applications. However, for the
current project this interactive approach was not an option, since all procedures from the creation
of the hydrologic scenario to the production of flood inundation maps had to be automated and
processed in batch mode. FLORAS applied scripting and other techniques offered by these models
in order to feed them with the relevant data, run the scenarios and assess simulation results. The
combined operation of HEC-RAS, HEC-HMS and SWMM was successfully tested, incorporated
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in the DSS Platform and currently produces daily flood hazard maps (Figure 10a). Flood hazard
maps were also produced for rainfall return periods of T=5, T=200 and T=1000 years (Figure
10b), which correspond to high, medium and low probability of occurrence, respectively.
Regarding the production of flood risk maps, NTUA developed a methodology based on extended
literature review. NTUA considered the impact of a possible flooding event and decided upon the
production of 5 different risk layers (property values, density population, proximity to point pollution
sources, proximity to road network and proximity to key customers). A static flood risk map was produced.
Then, taking into account as risk layer “the floodplain” produced previously, 3 flood risk maps were
produced for T=5, 200 and 1000 years (Figure 10c). The flood hazard and flood risk maps are available in
the DSS platform and the tab “Deliverables” of the FLIRE’s website FLIRE and are accompanied by
relative explanatory text, according to EC Comments of 07/01/2015 (Annex 7.5.5).

Figure10. Daily Flood Hazard map, as presented in the platform (top left, Fig. 10a), Flood
Hazard Map for T=1000 years (top right, Fig. 10b) and Flood Risk Map for T=1000 years
(bottom, Fig .10c).
Additionally, after the completion of Action B1 NTUA started working intensively on the
quantification of floods-fires interaction and its incorporation in flood modelling, which was
critical for FLIRE. Following thorough literature review and detailed analysis of relevant datasets
on historic floods and fires, NTUA developed a methodology for the incorporation of floods-fires
interaction in the hydrological analysis. The contribution of ALGOSYSTEMS to this analysis was
important. As described in detail in Action B4, ALGOSYSTEMS performed a detailed analysis on
the recent fire event of August 2009 that affected the study area and provided fire severity classes
for this event. NTUA analyzed thoroughly this information and developed a methodology to
quantify the impact of a fire event on potential future floods. NTUA prepared and published a
scientific publication on this topic, as also mentioned under Action D3. In the revised proposal it
was not foreseen in detail under which particular flood-related Action would this activity be
implemented, however its outputs would be fully exploited in Action B3 and for this reason it is
reported under this Action.
Regarding the last activity foreseen for Action B3 “Production of efficient flood alerts” and as
discussed in detail in the MR, a different, improved methodology than the foreseen in the revised
proposal was applied. In particular, the applied methodology uses a smart alerting system, which
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is based on three different stages (and the production of the three corresponding alert levels) and
informs stakeholders of possible upcoming flood risks: The first stage concerns the 3rd level of
smart alerts and is based on precipitation forecasts for the catchment which are issued by NOA
24-48 hours before the actual event. The flood model chain runs for the forecasted rainfall and
flood maps are automatically produced. Although flood risk cannot be precisely assessed at this
stage, stakeholders have a first clear indication of major events and their possible implications. As
the event arrives and is visible in the surrounding area (in radius of 20km and 10km around Rafina
city), NOA informs on lightning activities giving an indication of the magnitude and the
distribution of the event (described in detail in Action B5), giving the 2nd level of smarts alerts.
Finally, in the third stage – 1st level of smart alerts, the progress of the event is constantly
monitored near-real time by the Project’s monitoring network. The actual water level in locations
where stream flow gauges are installed, is recorded and when necessary triggers alerts, which are
sent to stakeholders. The applied methodology, which was not foreseen in the revised proposal,
has significantly enhanced the efficiency of flood early warnings in comparison to the
methodology foreseen in the revised proposal. Flood smart alerts were integrated in the platform
(Figure 11) under Actions B6 and B8.

Figure 11. The 3-Level alerting system, as visualized in the DSS Platform.
Overall, during Action B3 the 3 models of the flood model chain were successfully coupled and
run. This Action resulted in the production of flood hazard and risk maps for different return
periods for the study area, the production of daily flood hazard maps and their incorporation in the
platform and supported the successful design and operation of a flood alerting system.
The indicators used to test the performance of Action B3 were the early availability of flood
hazard and risk maps, the progress in the production of flood smart alerts (completed within
Actions B6 and B8) and the on-time availability of all flood hazard and risk maps in Dropbox.
Two modifications were made in activities of Actions B3. The first one concerned the
incorporation of an additional hydraulic model in the flood model chain for the hydraulic analysis
of periurban areas. The second modification concerned the integration of “flood smart alerts” in
the FLIRE system instead of the matching of current weather conditions with a flood map already
developed for “similar” conditions. As discussed above both modification improved dramatically
the representativeness of flood maps and the efficiency of flood warnings and therefore
stakeholders can be better prepared against increased flood risk in case of adverse weather. No
special problems/delays were encountered during the implementation of this Action (Response to
EC comments of 04/08/2014, Annex 7.5.4).
Regarding the perspectives for continuation of this Action after the end of FLIRE, additional
simulations through the model chain will continue, when considered necessary, for the
representativeness of the outcomes of the DSS platform.
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action B3 are included in
Annexes 7.5.4 and 7.5.5.
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Action B4: Forest and fire risk assessment and mitigation planning
Action B4 started on 01/01/2013 and was successfully completed by 30/09/2013. The aim of this
Action was the development of fire danger assessment and fire propagation components, which
would be integrated in the DSS platform. Fire danger was assessed using the fire danger index
KBDI (described below). This Action had no deliverables. Its milestones are presented in Table 7.
Table 7. Milestones of Action B4.
Milestones
Foreseen due date Actual completion date
Availability of fire risk assessment module
28/06/2013
28/06/2013
Operation of the fire propagation web service
30/08/2013
30/08/2013
Both components have been successfully incorporated in the DSS, as part of Action B6.
Regarding the implementation of Action B6 per se, two distinct tasks had been identified: the
forest fire modelling and the development of the KBDI service.
The activities undertaken for the implementation of the forest fire modelling are described below.
 Development and testing of the fire behavior and propagation web-service.
The fire behavior web-service is based on G-FMIS fire simulator, which is based on the
mathematical model of BEHAVE fire behavior system and uses a modified algorithm for the
simulation of fire propagation. The basic version of the system runs as extension (toolbar) on top
of Arc-GIS platform. G-FMIS modules have been redesigned to run as separate web services for
authorized users that would have interest of getting information on the propagation and behavior
of an eventual fire without investing in computing facilities or field work for fuel mapping
purposes. The G-FMIS web service is accessed through the FLIRE DSS for providing fire
propagation data on demand. ALGOSYSTEMS collaborated with FORTH for testing and
improving the web-service with various weather and fire ignition scenarios. A detailed technical
internal report has been prepared for FORTH, concerning the design and operability of Fire
Simulation web-service.
 Collaboration with NTUA for associating fire behavior and flood risk.
Debris flows are produced frequently in response to summer convective thunderstorm activity
over drainage basins burned by wildfire. Debris flows pose a hazard distinct from other sedimentladen flows because of their unique destructive power; they can occur with little warning and can
exert great impulsive loads on objects in their paths. Even small debris flows can strip vegetation,
block drain-age ways, damage structures, and endanger human life. Thus the level of debris flow
risk in a burned area is very important for assessing the impact of fire occurrence into the flooding
potential. A methodology was defined by ALGOSYSTEMS in collaboration with NTUA in order
to assess the post fire debris flow potential in the FLIRE area. The fire of August 2009 was used
as a reference for analyzing data and testing the methodology. For this purpose two Landsat 5
Thematic Mapper (TM) images corresponding to 18/08/2009 (pre-fire) and 03/09/2009 (post-fire)
were orthorectified. Post fire debris flow was estimated following a model, according to which the
probability of a post fire debris flow event depends mainly on fire severity, slope gradient,
geology and rainfall events.
Fire severity is critical for the calculation of post fire debris flow, because it is closely related to
the vegetation destruction from fires, affecting deeply the post fire behavior of the drainage basin.
The Normalized Burn Ratio (NBR) was the index used for fire severity analysis and fire mapping.
Additional information for precipitation and slope in the study area was properly processed and
eventually a precipitation map, a slope map and a geological map the post fire debris flow
potential were estimated. Figure 12 shows the derived map of post fire debris flow potential for
the FLIRE area, while additional technical details on this analysis are available in a relevant
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technical report (not foreseen in the revised proposal) prepared by ALGOSYSTEMS, successfully
submitted with the MR.

Figure 12. Post fire debris flow potential map
The activities undertaken for the implementation of the KBDI service are described below.
 Adjustment of KBDI index to the requirements of the FLIRE Project
KBDI is a cumulative index which provides indication on the flammability of the vegetation and
its daily variation due to meteorological conditions. Fire danger is associated to the values of
KBDI index and in particular 4 classes of danger are associated to the range of KBDI values. For
the FLIRE Project these classes were tuned according to observations in the area during the fire
season. ALGOSYSTEMS collaborated with NOA regarding the online meteorological data input,
their format and frequency required for KBDI estimation and running the on-line forest fire
simulator. ALGOSYSTEMS collaborated also with NTUA and FORTH regarding the available
weather stations from HOA used in FLIRE. Relevant activities undertaken for the Preparatory
Action A2 supported this task. Eventually, KBDI was adjusted to the study area. Technical details
are available in the Technical report on forest fuel map, deliverable of Action A2 (successfully
submitted with the MR).
 Design and development of the Danger Mapping Service, based on KBDI.
The Danger Mapping service (KBDI estimation) operates on a daily basis using meteorological
data for Eastern Attica from HOA and NOA networks. A detailed technical report was prepared
for FORTH, concerning the design and operability of KBDI web-service.
Eventually Action B4 resulted in the calibration and successful running of the G-FMIS fire
simulator and the calculation of a fire danger index on a daily basis for the study area. The
achieved outputs of this Action, described above, are in complete agreement with the planned
outputs, while additional ones were also produced. All outputs were successfully produced and
delivered as scheduled.
The indicators used to test the performance of Action B4 were the availability of the operational
fire risk assessment module prior to the beginning of the fire season 2013, the availability of the
operational fire propagation web service during the fire season 2013 and the upgrading of fire
propagation software. The fire severity and post fire debris flow analysis, which were activities
beyond the ones foreseen for this Action and supported a critical issue for FLIRE, i.e. the
development of a methodology for the quantification of floods-fires interaction, can also be used
as indicators of the successful implementation of this Action.
Action B4 has been implemented as scheduled in the framework of Action A1 (Technical
Planning). No modifications were made for this Action and no special problems/delays were
encountered during its implementation.
Regarding the perspectives for continuation of Action B4 after the end of FLIRE, if a future fire
will dramatically affect the vegetation of the area, the fuel parameters will be recalibrated.
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Action B5: Short term weather forecasting
Action B5 started in 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 30/09/2015. The aim of this
Action was the provision of short-term weather forecasting data as well as of observed data that
would serve as an input in the Weather Information Management Tool (WIMT) of the DSS. The
deliverables and milestones of Action B5 are presented in Table 8.
Table 8. Deliverables and milestones of Action B5.
Foreseen
Actual
Transmission to EC
Deliverables
due date
completion date with (Report/Annex #)
Weather forecasting report
28/01/2013
28/01/2013
IR / Annex 7.2.3
Model validation report
31/03/2015
31/03/2015
FR / Annex 7.2.5
Foreseen
Milestones
Actual completion date
due date
Finalization of weather forecasting model 31/01/2013
31/01/2013
chain
Completion of the model post-processing 30/09/2013
30/09/2013
tools
Completion of the model validation tools
30/09/2013
30/09/2013
Completion of model validation
31/03/2015
31/03/2015
In order to accomplish Action B5 the following distinct tasks were identified:
 Finalization of the operational weather forecasting chain that would produce the forecast
fields to be incorporated into the WIMT,
 Operational weather forecasting,
 Weather monitoring,
 Development of the model post-processing tools,
 Development of validation tools and
 Model validation.
For the finalization of the operational weather forecasting chain the weather forecasting model had
to be setup, in terms of domain selection and definition, spatial and temporal resolution of the
model output and selection of the physical parameterizations to be used. NOA selected the MM5
weather forecasting model for this Action. The domain covers the area of Attica with a spatial
resolution of 2 km x 2 km, while the simulation length was selected to be 42 hours, with outputs
provided every 1 hour. NOA has successfully completed this task.
The operational weather forecasting included the procedure that takes place each day in order to
provide timely the forecast fields that are incorporated into the WIMT. All the necessary measures
have been taken into account so as to ensure that these data are made available on time every day.
The operational weather forecasting model chain includes three one-way nested grids with 24-km,
8-km and 2-km horizontal grid increment. From the finest grid (Figure 13) hourly forecasts for 48
hours period are daily delivered in a smaller domain denoted by the green rectangle. Within this
task NOA also developed an automated procedure for the provision of weather forecasts to the
WIMT of the DSS, while the staff of NOA assured on a 7/7 basis that the forecasting procedure
would finish without problems. Further details on the operational weather forecasting were
included in the deliverable Weather forecasting report (successfully submitted with the IR).
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Figure 13. The finest grid for which operational weather forecasts are produced.
As far as weather monitoring is concerned, the hydrometeorological networks of weather
observations operated within the study area by NOA (www.meteo.gr/meteosearch) and NTUA
(http://hoa.ntua.gr) are made available for the needs of the model validation and incorporated in
the WIMT. All the necessary algorithms and processing tools have been developed in order to
deliver the weather observations in the required format for Actions B4 and B6. For that reason the
real time feeds needed for the fire risk model and the flood risk model, the parameters and the data
format have been defined with the help of ALGOSYSTEMS, NTUA and also shared with
FORTH. Moreover all weather observations for high precipitation events in the study area have
been compiled for the statistical analysis of the flood events in the study area.
FLIRE Project exploited the increase of the network of automated stations operated by NOA that
was funded by other projects. Indeed, during the implementation of the Project 5 new automatic
weather stations (Aegina island, Porto Rafti, Rafina, Ippokrateios Politeia) were installed within
the area of interest, while in collaboration with a private secondary school, a station was also
installed in Vari. All these stations, together with those already operating prior to the beginning of
FLIRE, are monitoring the weather in the area of interest on operational basis, and their reports are
incorporated into WIMT.
The development of the model post-processing tools included the definition of the model
parameters incorporated into the WIMT, the format of the model output and the development of
the relevant software for post-processing the model output. NOA completed successfully and
according to schedule this task, by incorporating forecast fields into the WIMT.
The development of validation tools included the definition of the weather parameters to be
validated against the available observations during the Project duration, the collection of the
necessary observational dataset and the definition of the validation strategy, including the
statistical tools that would be used. The tools developed are mainly algorithms that:
 Match the gridded forecasts to point observation locations, using several appropriate
interpolation approaches
 Compute continuous as well as categorical verification statistics
NOA focused on the validation of precipitation forecasts in the area of interest and the following
statistical scores were computed for various ranges of precipitation amounts: Frequency Bias,
Probability Of Detection, Probability Of False Detection, False Alarm Ratio, and Critical Success
Index.
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In order to address the issues raised in the description of Action B3 regarding the “Smart alerts”,
NOA undertook the development of the second alert level, namely the “thunderstorm smart
alerts”. The additional smart alert system is based on the use of lightning data. Indeed, NOA
operates a network of lightning detection sensors since 2005. This network, called ZEUS, consists
of receivers located at six sites over Europe (Birmingham in UK, Roskilde in Denmark, Iasi in
Romania, Larnaka in Cyprus, Athens in Greece and Mazagon in Spain).
The
locations
of
flashes
are
given
in
real-time
at
NOA’s
website:
http://www.noa.gr/forecast/lightning.gif. For the implementation of FLIRE and in order to support
near-real time forecasting purposes, NOA developed and was issuing smart alerts with a regular
update of ~15 minutes. The procedures include:
 Every 15-min an automated procedure is executed at NOA, scanning ZEUS data for
lightning occurrence within a radius of 10 km and 20 km around the area of interest
(eastern Attica).
 The procedure gives a short file with a 0 indication for no lightning 1 for lightning within
10 km radius and 2 for lightning within 20 km of radius.
 This file is transferred to FORTH and incorporated into the DSS, every 15 min, for
display.
NOA has dedicated a lot of effort in the design and the implementation of this additional task,
which was considered as a priority for FLIRE.
Based on the results of the development of validation tools, the validation of the model forecasts
was also performed. The necessary statistical scores for model validation were identified within
the task Development of Validation Tools, following the international literature on this field and
also following the recommendations of the World Meteorological Organization (WMO). The
verification covered the period from March 2013 up to December 2014, a period that comprises 37
rain episodes, with at least one station recording more than 20 mm of rain within 24 hours. For the
verification period, 44 raingauges operated by NOA and NTUA were selected (shown in Figure
14). Calculation of the statistical scores revealed a decreasing trend of the Probability of Detection
(POD) with increasing rain threshold, with a POD of 0.42 for the highest precipitation amounts, a
score that is close to that referenced in the literature for similar activities of high-resolution rain
forecasts in the Mediterranean area, taking also into account that in NOA’s report the second day
of simulation (DAY2) is evaluated. On the other hand, the calculated False Alarm Ratio (FAR)
was very low for all rain thresholds, indication thus that the model has no tendency to provide
false alarms. Verification of the quantity of forecasted rain against observations (calculation of
mean error and mean absolute errors) showed scores that are close or even better than those
reported in the literature for the Mediterranean region.
Overall, the verification procedure showed that MM5 rain forecasts showed a good skill in
predicting correctly rain events for the next day, although it was found that for the high
precipitation amounts, models still suffer from underprediction of the rain amounts. Therefore it is
proposed that model forecasts have to be jointly used with observations (surface stations, lightning
measurements, radar data, if available) in order to achieve a high skill in forecasting high
precipitation events. Further details have been included in the deliverable Model Validation report
(attached in Annex 7.2.5).
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Figure 14. Location and names of the automated meteorological stations used for the model
validation. NOA stations are reported with red and NTUA stations with green.
Eventually, Action B5 resulted in the successful monitoring of the meteorological regime of the
greater study area through the operation of NOA’s monitoring network (which was completed
with HOA’s hydrometeorological network), the successful provision of weather forecasts to the
FLIRE platform through the operation of the weather forecasting chain described above and the
successful operation of lightning smart alerts (the 2nd level of flood smart alerts).
The outputs of this Action that were achieved as described above are in complete agreement with
the planned outputs. All outputs foreseen for Action B5 were successfully produced and delivered
as scheduled.
The indicators used to test the performance of Action B5 were the operational use of a fine grid
(2X2 km) of the weather forecasting model, the completion of the automated weather forecasts
post processing tools, the completion of the automated feed of real-time observations to the DSS
and the on-time uploading of its deliverables on the dedicated Dropbox file.
No modifications were made for this Action and no special problems were encountered during its
implementation. It is should only be mentioned that only the development of validation tools has
started with a small delay, given that during that period NOA focused on the development of the
2nd smart alerting level (described above) that was not foreseen since the beginning of the Action.
This delay had no impact on the fulfillment of the Action and the deliverables.
Action B5 has been implemented as scheduled in the framework of Action A1 (Technical
Planning) and was strongly related with Actions B4, B6 and B8 for which it produced the
necessary inputs. Further, smart alerts were produced for the needs of Action B3. Moreover the
validation of the precipitation forecasts during the Project life time has produced quantitative
results in order to monitor the impact of the Project actions (Action C2).
Regarding the perspectives for continuation of this Action after the end of this Project, the
monitoring of the operational weather forecasting and the weather monitoring will continue up to
the end of the Project and during the after LIFE period.
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Action B6: DSS Tools
The official starting date of Action B6 was 01/09/2013. As also stated in the IR, FORTH started
preparatory activities for this Action in January 2013, in order to identify in-time possible issues
that could affect the smooth flow of the DSS design. The early start of this Action is also
mentioned in Section 4.1 of this report and considered in the updated Project Gantt chart (Figure
1). The Action was successfully completed by 30/09/2015, as scheduled. The aim of this Action
was the development of a web-based DSS platform that would combine outputs from flood and
fire modelling and produce relevant early warnings for the local authorities. The deliverable and
milestones of Action B6 are presented in Table 9.
Table 9. Deliverable and milestones of Action B6.
Actual
Foreseen
Transmission to EC
Deliverable
completion
due date
with (Report/Annex #)
date
System Design Report
28/02/2014 28/02/2014
ΜR / Annex 7.2.10
Foreseen
Milestones
Actual completion date
due date
Development of DSS Light Prototype
28/02/2014
28/02/2014
Completion of the DSS prototype
27/02/2015
27/02/2015
The web-based FLIRE DSS platform integrates weather information management, forest fire
management and floods information management. It uses service-orientation architecture and is
based on IT sources and Geoinformation. Fire propagation modeling and floods case scenarios
based on weather forecasts are used as web services. FLIRE DSS is accessible from the web
(www.flire-dss.eu) with no prior installation of any add on software for support on the browser.
The weather forecasts and modelling simulations available in the platform are characterised by
inherent uncertainty. During training sessions the trainees (Annex 7.3.13) became familiar with
this uncertainty, so as to better interpret platform outputs. Yet the general public is not necessarily
familiar with the inherent uncertainty in forecasts and thus could misinterpret FLIRE outputs. For
this reason, the system is password protected and accessible to authorized users, the FLIRE User
Group (presented in Annex 7.3.12). The FLIRE services will keep being accessible to the User
Group during the After-LIFE period of the Project via the password protected dedicated tab in the
FLIRE website (details included in the After-LIFE Communication Plan in Annex 7.3.2). The
components of the system are used as web services via a Graphical User Interface. The FLIRE
web-DSS consists of three different modules under the FLIRE Server. The server uses FTP and
HTTP communication protocols as well as web service technologies, while a GUI has been
designed and developed based on the user’s requirements.
The FLIRE Server unifies the parts of the system and these can be accessed from the GUI. Users
have access to the FLIRE DSS website under a password protected system in order to prevent its
use by non-authorized personnel. The backbone of the FLIRE Server is a Microsoft Windows
Server and the DSS tools are implemented in six different tabs: (A) Map, (B) Weather Forecast
Data, (C) Weather Stations Data, (D) Fire Management System, I Fire Danger Index and (F)
Floodplain Data, (G) Alerts and (H) Planning tool. Tab A acts as the Spatial Data Board. Here, the
users can visualize data like geospatial information, the output of the fire model, results of the
flood model, the weather forecast data, and the weather observations from the deployed surface
station network, as well as other available spatial data like satellite images provided by Google
Earth. For the needs of the monitoring of the performance of the system, statistics for each action
in each tab were collected and presented in the tree menu of the DSS. Tabs B and C are parts of
the WIMT. In tab B, users have access to the weather forecast data. These data are used as input to
the fire models in the cases of the scenario building (“what-if”), while they are also provided in
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XML and KML format for download and further use in other applications. Tab C provides access
to the weather stations data in real time. These data are used in the fire modelling tools in order to
examine the spread of a fire from a given point (ignition area) in a predefined time. Tabs D and E
are parts of the EFWS. Tab D provide the control of the Fire Management System. From the tab E
give to the users the ability to visualize the Fire Danger Index values for the project area by
implementing either meteorological measurements or weather forecasts. Also, by using Voronoy
polygons, the Fire Danger Information is given also in the spatial extend of the area. Tab F gives
access to probable floodplains for the present and the following day. All floodplains are available
either for loading and examining in tab A or for download in KML format for further analysis.
After the completion of the system, all the components of the DSS were transferred to the official
FLIRE website, under a user authorization protocol.
The FLIRE DSS tools-services are described below:
 Weather Information Management Tool (WIMT)
WIMT is implemented in two different tabs (B & C) and has been designed in order to control the
weather data from four different sources:
o Weather forecast data through NOA,
o Real-time weather observations from the meteorological stations operated by NOA,
o Real-time weather observations from the meteorological stations operated by NTUA (HOA),
o Lightning information from NOA
The forecasts at 1-h interval from the high resolution grid of the requested meteorological
parameters, including near surface temperature, relative humidity, 10-m wind speed, wind
direction and rainfall are stored and used in the WIMT. These parameters are necessary for the
estimation of the risk related to fires and floods. Weather forecast data are utilized in order to run
“what-if” fire scenarios for the G-FMIS as well as on the calculation processes for the Fire Danger
Index. In addition, the WIMT incorporates the weather observations of the surface weather
stations that are operated within the study area by both NOA and NTUA. Meteorological
observations are provided every 10 minutes from HOA. NTUA homogenizes, manages and stores
data from the stations network of NOA and HOA. Data are recovered by the WIMT by applying
FTP communication tool in XML format. The data are stored and managed by the weather
management module of the DSS database. Weather data from the stations are imported in the fire
models. NOA also provides information about lightnings detected in radiuses of 10 km and 20 km
round Rafina city, every 15 minutes. When FLIRE DSS “lightning detection option” is activated
and lightning detection information is available, the system issues an alert message, mentioning
the area where lightnings are detected, and automatically focuses the map to that area.
 Fire Management
The Fire Management tool is based on the Geographic Fire Management Information System (GFMIS). G-FMIS is a Fire Management model, mainly for the forest fires. It incorporates a
simulator on the forest fire, based on the BEHAVE model (also described in Action B4). G-FMIS
has been redesigned to be used as web-service and has been incorporated in the DSS in order to
provide assessment on the fire risk and simulations on fire propagation. It employs fuel maps,
based on forest fuel mapping, as it is a precondition for the forest fire propagation simulation and
the fire behavior assessment. Updated fuel map were made for the study area (Action A2), based
on satellite image analysis for the extraction of the land cover/use. In the platform, the user has
two options for the use of the G-FMIS, the standard and the advanced. The standard option, is the
simple approach for users who don’t need to parameterize the system for the request time or for
the simulation duration and the simulation step duration. The user has to provide the fire ignition
point(s) in the form of click on the map at the area of interest and then has to update the system
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with the latest 10-min data from the weather stations located in the area of interest. The advanced
option, provides the user with a set of parameterizations of the G-FMIS. Here the user can alter the
request time, the simulation duration and the simulation step duration. This is critical when low
speed network connections are used. Also, from this control board user can feed the fire model
with the weather forecast data for the implementation of fire case scenarios. Forecasts can be used
for the present and the next day or even for a past date. The aforementioned parameters are
necessary for the execution of the models. Then, the user has to send the request to the G-FMIS
system and within the predefined time, the fire model runs and returns a simulation on fire
propagation with the selected time step.
 Fire Danger Mapping system (Early Fire Warning System – EfiWS)
The Fire Danger Mapping system is based on the calculation of the Keetch – Byram Drought
Index (KBDI). KBDI is calculated using the measured or forecasted weather information to
support “what-if” analysis based on the drought conditions. The initial date for calculating KBDI
and the number of the days for which the information is needed, are the data that the user has to
provide to the system. After this selection, the table with the relevant information appears. For
each station or each weather forecast point (grid centroid) the data appear per date. For KBDI
estimated based on forecasted data, a colour grid has been created within the study area. Different
colours are used to denote the values of the index: Green for values that range from 0 to 25,
yellow for values that range from 25 to 100, orange for values that range from 100 to 150 and red
for values over 150.
 Flood Risk Assessment System (FLORAS)
FLORAS continuously monitors hydrometeorological information retrieved from the monitoring
stations and short-term forecasts for the area. All data are assessed and compiled by the Scenario
Management System feeding the catchment hydrological model (HEC-HMS), the catchment
hydraulic model (HEC-RAS) and the urban hydraulic model (SWMM), in order to support flood
mapping. As also described in Action B3, FLORAS applies scripting and other techniques offered
by these models in order to feed them with the relevant data, run the scenarios and extract
simulation results. Although not planned to be applied to areas other than the study area, FLORAS
can be adapted to other areas with modest effort by modifying the configuration files. The
resulting KML files are stored to the FLIRE files in .kml format, an automatic schedule stores
them in an http server from where they can be retrieved using the HTTP protocol. A dictionary
containing all stared floodplain KML files is automatically updated. Each entry of this dictionary
describes the output of a specific hydrological/hydraulic scenario in one of the available languages
(English or Greek). Whenever a new scenario runs, a new entry is inserted in the dictionary for
each of the available languages and at the same time the output of the new scenario can be
accessed through the FLIRE web application. When these are generated, pull function is activated
and the flood data transferred to the FLIRE DSS, stored internally and prepared for the
visualization upon request. If no new data are available at the time the user requests to visualize
the information, an appropriate message informs the user. In the Floodplain Data tab of the
platform, the user has access to the data in order to visualize them. The user can view the spatial
extend of a flood event and identify areas that are prone to flooding in the urban areas (yellow
parts) and periurban areas (blue parts). By that way, this service can support relevant authorities to
take the necessary measures in vulnerable areas in order to reduce flood impact and can also assist
the identification of locations for the evacuation of areas vulnerable to flooding.
 Smart alerting system for floods (Early Flood Warning System – EFWS)
As also described in Actions B3 and B5 the FLIRE smart alerting system for floods is a 3-level
smart alerting system based on flood modelling (1st and 3rd alerting levels – Action B3) and
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lightning activity detected around Rafina city (2nd alerting level – Action B5 and also discussed
above). The flood alerts in the platform are available from the tab “Alerts”. FORTH collaborated
with NTUA for the integration of the 1st and 3rd alerting levels in the platform (useful for the
period several hours up to 48 hours prior to a potential flood occurrence and several minutes prior
to a potential flood occurrence, respectively) and with NOA for the integration of the 2nd alerting
level in the platform (useful for the period referring to a couple of hours prior to a potential flood
occurrence). Detailed testing of the alerts was performed prior to their integration and full
operation in the platform.
 Planning tool for flood management
As described in detail in Action B7, this tool runs of the flood model chain, performs detailed
cost-benefit and environmental analyses and eventually suggests sets of measures-interventions
for flood risk management in Rafina catchment. The FLIRE platform gives access to the Planning
Tool for flood management by selecting the tab “Planning Tool”. The user can choose one out of
the eight finally selected scenarios (Table 11) that correspond to different initial conditions for the
model chain runs. Once the desired scenario is selected, the platform presents a map of the study
area and three different text boxes. The map depicts the floodplain (blue colour) for the selected
initial conditions and one or more red rectangles indicate the area where suggested measure(s) can
be applied. The text box on the right of the map, presents the optimum selected solution and an
Index estimated using socioeconomic and environmental criteria, which represents the impact of
the implementation of the particular solution (presented as number of stars from 1 to 5, with
increasing number of stars representing better solution). Just below this text box, other suggested
solutions and primarily non-structural measures that can be applied for the specific scenario are
suggested. Finally, a text box that describes in brief the functionality of the Planning Tool is
presented below the map.
Eventually, Action B6 resulted in the successful design and testing of the FLIRE DSS. The
outputs of this Action were in complete agreement with the planned outputs. All outputs foreseen
for Action B6 were successfully produced and delivered as scheduled.
The indicators used to test the performance of Action B6 were the progress in the development of
each component of the platform, its successful testing and the on-time completion and uploading
of the deliverables on the dedicated Dropbox file.
No special problems/delays have been encountered during the implementation of this Action.
Action B6 has been implemented as scheduled in the framework of Action A1 (Technical
Planning). Its sole modification from the revised proposal, which is undertaken because it is
expected that it will increase dramatically the efficiency of the FLIRE system, concerns the
complementary integration of “smart alerts” in the platform (also implemented during Action B8),
in addition to all tasks already foreseen in the previous phases.
Regarding the perspectives for continuation of Action B6, this Action will be fully functional after
the end of the Project. Apart from the obligation for the maintenance of the system for 5 years
after the end of the Project, FORTH has planned to maintain it as long as it will be needed to be
used by the authorities.
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action B6 are included in
Annexes 7.5.6 and 7.5.7.
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Action B7: Planning tool for flood management
Action B7 started on 03/02/2014 and was foreseen to be completed by 31/03/2015. During the
expert monitor visit at 02/12/2014 an extension until the 30/06/2015 was requested. The extension
was accepted, given that it would not affect the overall time-schedule of the Project, and
eventually Action B7 was successfully completed by 30/06/2015. The aim of this Action was the
development of a “Planning tool for flood risk management”, a tool that would support flood risk
management in the study area at a planning level. The deliverable and milestones of Action B7 are
presented in Table 10.
Table 10. Deliverable and milestones of Action B7.
Foreseen
Deliverable
Actual completion date
due date
Planning tool for flood intervention planning
30/06/2015
31/03/2015

(as foreseen in extended time-schedule)

Foreseen
Milestones
due date
Completion of the intervention options database 31/10/2014
Completion of the optimisation algorithm
30/01/2015
Successful runs of optimisation and model

31/03/2015

Actual completion date
31/10/2014
30/04/2015
(as foreseen in extended time-schedule)

30/06/2015
(as foreseen in extended time-schedule)

The core activities that had to be undertaken for Action B7 are summarized in the following:
 floods and forest fires (both historical and scenarios) would be collected and properly
processed,
 a library of structural and non-structural measures, customized to the particularities of the
study area, would be developed,
 urban development scenarios would be evaluated,
 the impact of fires and urban development on flood evolution would be assessed and
evaluated, considering also the adoption of relevant measures,
 an advanced optimization algorithm, that would suggest appropriate measures for given
locations in the study area, would be developed and
 feedback would be asked from stakeholders, regarding their preferences and potential
constraints for the adoption of several measures.
A critical task for the implementation of this Action was the selection of structural measures, (e.g.
levees, alteration of river geometry, detention pond etc.) and non-structural measures, (e.g. flood
awareness campaigns, flood zoning, EWS etc.) that can be applied for flood risk management and
mitigation planning in typical Mediterranean areas. Attention was paid so that the full list of
structural and non-structural measures would not be restricted to case study oriented measures,
thus ensuring the replicability of the developed tool (Annex 7.5.8). Following a thorough literature
review, NTUA finalized the list, short-listing measures appropriate for the study area, after taking
into account the feedback provided from stakeholders, regarding their preferences and potential
constraints for the adoption of several measures and considering the area’s particularities in terms
of geomorphology, hydrometeorology, urban planning characteristics etc. ICL participated in the
selection of measures particularly for the urban part of the study area. Then, the selected measures
were incorporated in the hydrological and hydraulic models and the automated model chain ran
for each measure and for each combination of measures.
Then, the model chain (with measures incorporated in it) had to run for different initial conditions.
Particularly, urban development scenarios, fire scenarios and flood scenarios were developed.
Regarding the urban development scenarios, ICL established a methodology which estimated the
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urban development conditions for the next 20 and 50 years (Figure 15a). ICL provided the
scenarios to NTUA at a shapefile format, in ArcGIS environment. NTUA “translated” these
scenarios into changes in parameter values in the hydrological and hydraulic models and the
model chain ran for all different initial conditions. Then, a fire scenario (Figure 15b) was created,
which involved the burning of all the forested area in Rafina catchment. An innovative
methodology developed by NTUA team that quantifies the impact of a fire to a subsequent flood
was applied and flood modelling was repeated for scenarios that included fire occurrence. Finally,
3 flood scenarios (Figure 15c) were created for return periods equal to Τ=5, 200 and 1000 years,
corresponding to floods of high, medium and low probability of occurrence. As foreseen, this
Action exploited information and datasets that became available from other Actions, e.g. flood
related information (scenarios, historical floods etc.) from Actions B1, B2 and B3 and fire-related
information from Action B4.

Figure 15. Urban development scenarios, for Rafina city (top left, Fig. 15a), fire scenario (top
right, Fig. 15b) and flood scenario for T=1000 years (bottom, Fig. 15c)
Out of all the scenarios, 8 worst-case scenarios-initial conditions (Table 11) in terms of fire
occurrence, urban development and rainfall return period were selected for further analysis.
Table 11. The 8 worst case scenarios-initial conditions incorporated in the Planning Tool
Scenario
#
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Combination of initial conditions for each scenario
No Recent Fire – Current Urban Development conditions – Rainfall of T=50 years
No Recent Fire –Urban Development conditions for the next 20 years – Rainfall of T=50 years
After Recent Fire – Current Urban Development conditions – Rainfall of T=50 years
After Recent Fire – Urban Development conditions for the next 50 years – Rainfall of T=50 years
No Recent Fire – Current Urban Development conditions – Rainfall of T=200 years
No Recent Fire – Urban Development conditions for the next 50 years – Rainfall of T=200 years
After Recent Fire – Urban Development conditions for the next 20 years – Rainfall of T=200 years
After Recent Fire – Urban Development conditions for the next 50 years – Rainfall of T=200 years

After the incorporation of all structural and non-structural measures in the hydrological and
hydraulic models, the model chain ran for all the combinations of scenarios-initial conditions.
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Particularly, the NTUA team development an algorithm which gives the optimum solution in
terms of flood risk management for each combination of initial conditions and measures. The
optimum solution is based on socioeconomic and environmental criteria. More specifically, all
measures (and all combinations of measures) have been evaluated against 4 criteria, i.e.
construction cost, maintenance cost and reduction of floodplain after the uptaking of the
measure(s) (socioeconomic criteria) and environmental footprint (environmental criteria) using a
normalized score from 1 to 5, with 5 indicating the optimum solution (more environmental
friendly and economic solution). Thus, the tool performs detailed cost-benefit and environmental
analyses and eventually suggests the optimum solution – set of structural and non-structural
measures in order to reduce the flood impact in Rafina catchment. Upon the development of the
tool, successive runs were performed, so as to test the tool’s performance. The tool was eventually
integrated in the DSS platform during the implementation of Actions B6 and B8.
The graphical interface of the “Planning Tool for flood management” in the DSS Platform, is
presented in Figure 16. Upon selection of one of the 8 scenarios, the user receives the optimum
suggested solution(s), which involve a set of suggested structural and non-structural measures to
be implemented. A map of the study area with indication where the suggested structural measures
could be implemented pops-up together with the measure(s).

Figure 16. The graphical interface of the Planning Tool, as presented in the DSS Platform.
Eventually, Action B7 resulted in the successful design and testing of the Planning Tool for flood
intervention planning and management. The final outputs of this Action were in complete
agreement with the planned outputs and they were delivered as scheduled, according to the
updated time-schedule.
The indicators used to test the performance of Action B7 were the in-time completion of the
library of interventions/measures, the in-time completion of the optimization algorithm, the period
during which it ran successfully and the amount of relevant feedback received from stakeholders.
Regarding the perspectives for continuation of Action B7, NTUA will undertake the examining of
additional measures for their integration in the planning tool, if for any reason they are considered
of interest for the application of the tool (e.g. if requested by stakeholders).
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action B7 are included in
Annexes 7.5.8 and 7.5.9.
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Action B8: Application of the tools
The official starting date of Action B8 was 01/01/2015 and the Action was successfully completed
by 30/09/2015. The aim of this Action was the simultaneous application of all the tools of the DSS
platform. This Action had no deliverables. Its sole milestone is presented in Table 12.
Table 12. Milestone of Action B8.
Foreseen due
Actual completion
Milestones
date
date
Completion of the complete platform prototype
31/08/2015
31/08/2015
The planned outputs of Action B8 were the successful merging of the DSS tools (developed in
Action B6), the Smart alerts (developed in Actions B3 and B5) and the Planning Tool for Flood
Management (developed in Action B7) in an integrated platform and the on-line application of the
entire system. The 9-month duration of this Action served also as a safety margin for the sound
completion of the final stage of the Project, i.e. for the successful running of all tools of the DSS
platform, ensuring that the in-time completion of the Project would not be delayed. All Abs were
involved in this Action, which was led by the CB.
This Action had one milestone, the “Completion of the complete platform prototype” that had to
be ready by 31/08/2015. Eventually, all FLIRE tools, the WIMT (weather forecasting tool and
weather station tool), the near real-time flood risk assessment and management tool (floodplain
data tool and flood alerting tool), the near real-time forest fire risk assessment and management
tool (fire management tool and fire danger tool) and the planning tool for flood management were
successfully integrated in the DSS platform, while the final period of the Action served as a
validation period for the integrated platform. Despite the fact that Action B7 was extended beyond
the initially foreseen end date, the incorporation of the planning tool in the final DSS platform was
completed in time. In the framework of Action B8, special credentials were also provided to the
FLIRE User Group in order to test the platform tools and services, as the platform is password
protected.
The progress of the milestone, the in-time integration of the Planning Tool for Flood Management
in the DSS platform and the early availability of the integrated platform (prior to the end of the
Project, thus allowing for a validation period) were used as indicators that quantified the
performance of this Action.
Overall, Action B8 has been implemented as scheduled in the framework of Action A1 (Technical
Planning). No modifications were made for this Action and no special problems/delays were
encountered during its implementation.
Further validation of the integrated DSS platform will continue during the After-LIFE period.
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Action C1: Monitoring of the Project Impact on local society
Action C1 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 30/09/2015. The main
objective of Action C1 was to promote the concept and the approach of FLIRE Project to the local
community and to ensure that the Project results will be considered by the local stakeholders in
future environmental protection plans. The sole deliverable of Action C1 is presented in Table 13.
This Actions had no milestones.
Table 13. Deliverable of Action C1.
Actual
Foreseen
Transmission to EC
Deliverable
completion
due date
with (Report/Annex #)
date
Report on Project’s impact on local society 30/09/2015 30/09/2015
FR / Annex 7.2.7
During the entire Project duration of FLIRE the consortium established contacts, links and
cooperation with representatives of the local authorities (Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi and
Municipality of Marathon), organized four major stakeholder events with the participation of
representatives from local and regional governments, local citizen groups from Neos Voutzas and
Kallitechnoupoli settlement, environmentalists, volunteers’ organizations, civil protection
agencies and relevant services (fire service) and authorities (water management) and participated
in local events organization (INCA workshop, Civil Protection Volunteers meetings, Fire
Prevention meetings of the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi).
The objective of these iterative meetings and continuous contacts was to keep local community
informed concerning the progress of the project and the improvement that FLIRE DSS use can
bring to the planning and management of civil protection in the region as regards forest fire and
flood prevention and mitigation. In addition specific meetings with the technical division of the
Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi targeted to inform and train them to operate the FLIRE DSS in
order to be able to use it as decision support tool in context of developing future fire prevention,
flood mitigation and land development plans. Furthermore the stakeholders were informed
concerning the cascading impact of forest fire to flood risk and the consequences of their
combination.
The main activities regarding the familiarization and initiation of the local stakeholders to the
FLIRE concept and use of the project deliverables are listed below:
 The Greek Fire Service (Headquarters) was contacted and informed concerning the potential use
of the results of the FLIRE Project. Although FLIRE has a local character they expressed interest
in testing the fire management component of the DSS.
 The General Secretariat of Civil Protection (GSCP) was informed and discussions organized
with personnel dealing with forest fire issues. The role of GSCP is global and they only
coordinate activities at national level. They issue the respective directives aiming to organize
civil protection issues in a coordinated way. Being informed for FLIRE, its activity and results
they may consider respective recommendations in the bulletins they issue.
 Close cooperation including several contacts, meetings and discussions kept with the
Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi, who are the main stakeholder and point of contact for FLIRE
beyond its official end, concerning the capabilities and use of the FLIRE DSS. Numerous round
tables with the participation of neighboring Municipalities, citizen groups and relevant public
services organized for FLIRE (15/11/2014, 27/2/2015, 7/5/2015, 21/5/2015, 3/7/2015,
12/8/2015, and 10/9/2015). It has to be stated that most of the interaction of the project with the
local stakeholders is organized through the contacts with the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi.
Due to the communal elections (end of May 2014) and the consequent change of the municipal
authorities in both Rafina-Pikermi and Marathon municipalities, the interest concerning FLIRE
was temporarily postponed until the assumption of the new local authorities (1/9/2014). Further
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contacts organized in order to inform the new elected authorities concerning the project
objectives and the potential exploitation of FLIRE DSS by the local authorities.
 In order to keep alive the interest of the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi to the Project, a mockup (fire management) was developed and installed in the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi till the
final DSS was made be available.
 The above mentioned mock-up was installed in the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi, the
Municipality of Marathon, the Greek Fire Service and the General Secretariat of Civil Protection.
The personnel of the organizations was trained to use it and provide feedback that was used in
further development of the FLIRE DSS.
 FLIRE Project clustered with an initiative (INCA) of the Forest Research Institute of Athens
(FRIA) in the region of Rafina. The initiative aims to activate and involve citizens in forest fire
prevention. Joint information activities and events organized.
 Contacts made with the Technical Services of the Municipality of Spata-Artemida, an adjacent
Municipality to Rafina-Pikermi, to inform them concerning the project and the potential
extension of FLIRE in their area.
 Contacts are made also with the Rafina-Pikermi Civil Protection volunteers group and the Nea
Makri (Municipality of Marathon) Volunteers group for fire prevention in order to inform them
concerning the capability of using the GFMIS FLIRE fire management component for improving
fire prevention and planning in the area.
 The Citizens’ Group of Neos Voutzas (Ms Maria Mila) was informed in cooperation with the
Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi for the progress of FLIRE and the potential use of the module
installed in the Municipality for supporting fire prevention activity in the area.
Apart from the activity locally in the area of interest (Rafina-Pikermi), the FLIRE consortium
developed relative activity for the Project objectives, promoting eventual use of the FLIRE tools
through cluster and networking activities with other projects, initiatives and authorities. These
activities were intensified during the last year of the project when evidence of the results and the
FLIRE DSS were available. These activities included interaction and cooperation with:
 The National Center for Scientific Research Demokritos concerning the fire risk mapping,
extending the capabilities of FLIRE DSS (daily risk maps), including seasonal maps of fire risk
 The Aristotelian University of Thessaloniki concerning the maintenance and validation of the
forest fuel maps of the area of interest that are included in FLIRE DSS
 The National Observatory of Forest Fires (EPADAP) of the Greek Ministry of Environment in
order to coordinate the FLIRE output with the EPADAP plans
 FRIA concerning the involvement of local population to fire prevention activity (INCA
initiative)
 Representatives of the Municipality of Rhodes in order to elaborate potential application of the
FLIRE concept and results to the island of Rhodes
 Representatives of the Regional Authorities of Attica aiming to discuss eventual extension of the
FLIRE system to adjacent municipalities of Rafina-Pikermi or even to the entire region of Attica
 The Center for Security Studies (KEMEA), the R&D organization of the Ministry of Interior and
Administrative Reconstruction/Citizen Protection regarding the eventual use and testing of the
FLIRE DSS after the official end of the project, in context of the activity of the organization
 Representatives of the Municipality of Elliniko-Argyroupoli regarding the potential extension of
FLIRE in their area (fire management module). They are already provided with credentials for
using the FLIRE DSS
 The Northern Pindos National Park authorities, who expressed interest to adapt FLIRE concept
(fire/flood) to the area of the National Park. They recently issued a relative study.
 The Hellenic Fire Academy (Fire Service) who organized a specialized short course on forest
fire management. FLIRE DSS presentation was included in the program.
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In the framework of implementation of Action C1 a questionnaire was distributed to key
stakeholders and local authorities aiming to support the monitoring of Project’s impact on local
society. The feedback received from the questionnaires and meetings is summarized below:
 To assess perceptions of adapting FLIRE DSS in their region, respondents were asked to rate
the importance of integrating FLIRE DSS to their existing fire and flood prevention campaigns
and systems. Most of the responders indicated that are interested to integrate FLIRE DSS to
their existing fire and flood prevention campaigns and systems. Some of the responders stated
concerns about the FLIRE DSS adaption due to their limited experience of managing such
systems.
 Responders were asked about the significance of FLIRE results. This question intended to elicit
insights about FLIRE results and if they can contribute to the improvement of flood and/or fire
protection in their region. Most of the responders believe that FLIRE results are very important
components for managing flood and fire events in their region.
 Responders were asked questions aimed at establishing their general attitudes and beliefs
whether the possibility to assess fire expansion can assist them to organize fire prevention and
protection design. The responses to the attitudinal questions revealed that most of the
respondents agreed that assessing fire expansion is quite important for assisting them to
organize fire prevention and protection design.
 Responders were asked questions aimed at establishing their general attitudes and beliefs
whether the possibility to assess the floodplain can assist them to organize flood prevention and
protection design. The responses to the attitudinal questions revealed that most of the
respondents agreed that assessing floodplain may assist them to organize flood prevention and
protection design.
 The respondents were also asked to mention the most important factors which legal and
regulatory issues concerning fires and floods which affect the fire and flood prevention
strategies in the area. Overall, the complex regulatory framework concerning their active
involvement in fire and flood operations prevent the judicial fire and flood control in the area.
 Responders strongly believe that the local population and the tourists should be educated about
how a warmer climate may increase fire and flood frequency, become aware of the threats of
wildfires and floods to the security and health of their families, as well as to private property
and public infrastructures, and to learn how to reduce or mitigate these potential threats.
 A series of questions that intend to elicit insights about the exploitation of FLIRE system were
asked to the responders. Most of them indicated that the Municipality of Rafina should exploit
the system. Furthermore, the local authorities should focus on public awareness raising, better
training in volunteer personnel and infrastructure improvement.
As also discussed above, key stakeholders and local authorities, as well as other organizations and
entities directly related with the objectives of FLIRE are the members of FLIRE User Group, the
composition of which is presented in Annex 7.3.12.
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action C1 are included in
Annexes 7.5.10, 7.5.11, 7.5.12, 7.5.13, 7.5.14 and 7.5.15.
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Action C2: Monitoring of the Project impact on the environmental problem targeted
Action C2 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 30/09/2015. The aim of this
Action was the monitoring of the Project impact on the targeted environmental problems (floods,
fires and their combined impact on human population and ecosystems) during the implementation
phase as well as for a five years period after the end of the project. The deliverables of Action C2
are presented in Table 14. No milestones were foreseen for this Action in the proposal.
Table 14. Deliverables of Action C2.
Actual
Foreseen
Transmission to EC
Deliverables
completion
due date
with (Report/Annex #)
date
Report on environmental status of the
IR / Annex 7.2.4
30/04/2013 30/04/2013
area
1st Report on environmental evolution
30/06/2014 30/06/2014
FR / Annex 7.2.9
of the area
2nd Report on environmental evolution
30/04/2015 30/04/2015
FR / Annex 7.2.10
of the area
Final report with goals on problem
30/09/2015 30/09/2015
FR / Annex 7.2.11
targeted
The activities undertaken by IRPI for Action C2 can be summarized in four parts, each one
described in detail in a corresponding report/deliverable. A brief overview of the main activities
and outcomes included in the reports/deliverables is presented in the following.
The current (2013) status of the study area was described in the “Report on environmental status
of the area” through appropriate indicators classified into: those of relevance to fire risk
assessment and management, those of relevance to flood risk assessment and management and
those quantifying the performance of the tools proposed and developed during Project activities.
Based on qualitative analyses, the report highlighted that forested land covers about 30% of the
catchment, which is under constant urbanization and under the effect of frequent fires (for the
period 2000-2012). Past fires mainly affected the northern part of the basin, especially in the years
2005-2009. Water quality indicators suggested that major pressure is caused by livestock activities
which is the main reason of potential degradation of qualitative characteristics of water systems in
the area. It was found that the catchment has a lag time to the rainfall inputs of about 6 hours.
Analysis of temperature and air quality datasets did not suggest any trend. Information on water
extension and fertility land reduction was not available.
Data for some of the selected indicators, which would support a full quantitative analysis with
strong conclusions could not be retrieved. Hence, IRPI suggested an alternative solution for the
Project impacts quantification and, hence, an additional report, the “1st report on environmental
evolution of the area”, specifically addressed to solve these issues was completed by June 2014.
The analyses carried out for the report on the environmental status of the area highlighted two
main issues (also recognized by the FLIRE External Monitoring Officer):
a) Certain preliminarily identified indicators were very difficult to retrieve or even impossible,
thus posing difficulties on performing quantitative analyses (e.g. water quality indicators like
BOD, fertility land reduction, number of pollutant sources affected by floods, stagnant water
extension and biodiversity indicators). When certain quantification could be retrieved, it was
fragmented and only related to different period of study. Moreover, for some of the indicators,
regular monitoring by a specific competent authority was missing.
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b) It was recognized that the link between the Project tools and the environment problems targeted
cannot be easily expressed in quantifiable terms on a short-term basis.
The FLIRE External Monitoring Officer was informed about the latter issues and partners
involved in the Action were advised to focus their attention on “stakeholder-oriented” indicators
and to reduce the number of indicators to those that can be effectively monitored in order to better
quantify the impact of the Project on the environmental problem targeted. Accordingly, Action C2
was restructured by defining more “stakeholder –oriented” indicators and selecting only the
indicators that can be regularly and reliably monitored. The following issues were considered in
the “1st report on environmental evolution of the area”:
a) Time series of temperature variations, air quality and flood related indicators (stream peak
discharge, watershed lag time) were analysed quantitatively. However, they were not still
robust (in terms of length of the period of analysis) for an evaluation of any trend.
b) 4 questions of the questionnaire foreseen for Action C1 were identified as relevant to evaluate
the potential effect of the application of the Project tools on the environment. These questions
were used to build new “stakeholder-oriented” indicators for Action C2.
c) The performance of the proposed tools was evaluated for the hydraulic model run by ICL for
the flood event that occurred on February 2013 at Rafina2 station. No “post-FLIRE” fires
events were available as case studies.
It became evident that partners needed to put additional effort for the successful implementation of
this Action. Based on the analyses of the “1st report of the evolution of the area”, the “2nd report
on environmental evolution of the area” was re-formulated. In particular, in this latter report:
i) the selected indicators (those that could be monitored) were updated;
ii) new methods that make use of satellite data were introduced for retrieving information for the
two indicators that were too difficult to monitor using only ground information (i.e. “Forested
land area”, “Forested land area affected by fire”);
iii) an additional evaluation of the performance of the Project was provided through a new
indicator which monitors the performance of the short-term weather forecasting (developed by
NOA) that serves as an input in the WIMT of the DSS.
The following issues prevailed from the analysis of the final set of indicators (Table 15):
a) Time series of temperature variations, air quality and flood related indicators (stream peak
discharge, watershed lag time) were updated, analysed and cross compared with satelliteretrieved fire information. The latter highlighted the existence of three big fires in the area (2003,
2005 and 2009) which in total burnt almost 50% of the catchment. Unfortunately, the relatively
short time period and the spatial scale of the catchment did not allow seeing strong relation
between the analysed variables.
b) The stakeholder-oriented indicators were retrieved using the questionnaire foreseen for Action
C1 and were used to perform an initial analysis on the authorities interested in FLIRE measures.
c) The indicators related to the performance of the tools developed in the Project (for the flood
related tools developed by NTUA and weather forecast related tools developed by NOA) proved
good performances of both the hydrological model and the short-term forecasting system.
The activities described in the “Final report with goals on problem targeted” (last phase of the
Project, from April 2015 to September 2015) concerned the collection of information for updating
the selected indicators and the finalization of the associated analysis. Based on these analyses IRPI
attempted to draw the main conclusions on the Project success in terms of causing a positive
impact on the environment. As mentioned before, this cannot be done to its full extent unless the
Project tools and services are used operationally by local authorities. Hence, the potential of a
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positive impact on the environment has been investigated. A description of the activities
undertaken for each selected indicator, as well as the main conclusions are presented in Table 15.
Table 15. Main results and conclusions from the analysis of the final list of indicators.
Indicators
Monitoring
Results
Conclusion
Forested land area

The indicator is monitored
through the NDVI

No recognizable pattern of decrease of
the forest was observed although a
significant reduction can be seen after
the most important fire events

Indicator effective for monitoring the
extent of the forested land area

Forested land area
affected by fire

The indicator is monitored
through the NDVI

There is a significant increase of burnt
area after fire events

Indicator can be effectively used for
monitoring the extent of burnt area

Runoff coefficient

The indicator is monitored
through the calculation of the
runoff coefficient

No trend was observed in these indexes
since they require longer observation
periods

Indicator can be used to monitor the
increase of the runoff coefficient due
to a reduced presence of vegetation

Watershed lag time

The indicator is monitored
through the calculation
watershed lag time

No trend was observed in these indexes
Indicator can be used to monitor
since they requires longer observation acceleration of catchment response to
periods
rainfall inputs

Air quality

The indicator is monitored
through PM10 and CO
measurements

No trend was observed in these indexes
since they requires longer observation
periods

Increase of PM10 and CO can
effectively suggest the worsening of
air quality in catchment and may be
connected with fire occurrence

Temperature
variations

The indicator is monitored
trough ground observations and
by the ECMWF reanalysis

No relation with the fire occurrence
was observed due to the limited fire
database and the relatively short
observation period

Temperature anomalies may be
related with fire occurrence in the
area – reduced vegetation expected to
cause higher temperature variations

# of local authorities
interested on FLIRE
measures

Obtained through the analysis
of the questionnaire prepared
for Action C1

80 % of the local authorities contacted
are interested in FLIRE measures

Significant contribution to fire and
flood risk mitigation expected if this
% of authorities adopts the measures

# of FLIRE measures
examined and/or
adopted by local
stakeholders

Obtained through the analysis
of the questionnaire for Action
C1

The rating for evaluating the potential
adopted measures can be considered as
8 out of 10 (on average) (80%)

Significant contribution to fire and
flood risk mitigation expected if this
% of authorities adopts the measures

% of forest fires with
Monitored through the analysis
correctly forecasted
of the performance of the Gpropagation by the
FMIS tool
developed tools

A high performance of the model was
observed. The percentage of fires
corrected forecasted can be considered
100%

Significant impact on environment
with a reduction of the burnt areas for
future fires expected

% of floods correctly
forecasted by the
developed tools

% success in shortterm weather
forecasting

100% of floods for Rafina and Drafi
stations and 90% for Rafina2 station
Monitored through the analysis
are classified in 1st class and 50% for Satisfactory reduction of flood risk
of the performance of HECSpata station are characterized as good. and consequent improvement of
HMS, HEC-RAS and SWMM
For SWMM 6 out of 9 events (66 %) environment expected
models
were classified in 1st class, the
remainder (33%) in 2nd class.
Decreasing trend of POD with
increasing rain threshold. POD=0.42
Monitored through the analysis
for highest precipitation amounts (score
of the performance of the short
close to that referenced in literature for
term weather forecasting tool
high-resolution rain forecasts in the
Mediterranean)

Satisfactory impact on environment
with a reduction of flood risk and a
consequent improvement of
environment expected

Overall, there is a high degree of confidence that the Project will support fire and flood risk
mitigation if all suggested measures are adopted by local authorities. The adoption of measures is
probable, considering the positive results of the indicator describing the interest of local
authorities in FLIRE measures. Moreover, based on the monitoring of the first set of indicators,
the impact of the Project can be effectively measured in the future and will help to take prompt
actions to update and modify the tools developed, if required. Hence, the continuous collection of
data for updating the indicators identified for this Action is important for the future risk
management of the area.
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action C2 are included in
Annexes 7.5.16, 7.5.17, 7.5.18, 7.5.19 and 7.5.20.
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5.2 Dissemination actions
7.3.4 Objectives
In the revised Project proposal a detailed plan was set out for the dissemination of the FLIRE
Project. This plan was foreseeing the implementation of four Dissemination Actions (Actions D).
Information on the dissemination material, the target audience, the Beneficiaries involved and the
duration of these Actions is summarized in the following, while their detailed description is
presented in Section 5.2.2.
The dissemination material includes the aim, objectives, results and conclusions of the Project, as
well as the methodology applied in order to implement the Project, the tools that were developed
and the lessons learnt during its implementation. The target audience of the dissemination plan
varies according to the particular disseminated material. More specifically, a description of the
Project and the tools developed has been disseminated to the general public. Representatives from
local society and other potential users of the tools participated in training courses for the
application of the tools and received relevant technical support (Annex 7.3.13). Local authorities
and stakeholders involved received even more detailed and customized information, while
technical details of the Project, focusing on the methodology applied and the lessons learnt were
disseminated to the scientific and research community. According to the After-LIFE
Communication Plan, relevant activities will continue during the 5-year After-LIFE period. All
Beneficiaries involved in the Project participated in the implementation of the Actions D, which
were all led by the CB of the Project (NTUA). The duration of all Actions D coincides with the
duration of the Project, including the 3 years during its implementation (01/10/2012 – 30/09/2015)
and the 5-year period after the end of the Project.
5.2.2 Dissemination: overview per activity
Action D1: On-line dissemination
Action D1 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 30/09/2015. This Action
mainly aimed to raise public awareness on Project’s aim, objectives and results. The maximization
of Project’s impact on the general public and special target groups (authorities, stakeholders etc.)
has been achieved through the four deliverables foreseen for Action D1. The deliverables and
milestones of Action D1 are presented in Table 16.
Table 16. Deliverables and milestones of Action D1.
Transmission to
Foreseen
Actual
Deliverables
EC with
due date
completion date
(Report/Annex #)
Project’s web site
31/03/2013
15/04/2013
(extension
mentioned in IR)
4 Newsletters
30/09/2015
05/14/2014 (1st)
FR / Annex 7.3.7a
10/14/2014 (2nd)
FR / Annex 7.3.7b
31/06/2015 (3rd)
FR / Annex 7.3.7c
23/09/2015 (4th)
FR / Annex 7.3.7d
Short documentary
31/12/2014
27/02/2015
FR / Annex 7.3.4a
Tutorials for students
30/04/2015
FR / Annexes 7.3.8a
31/07/2015
and 7.3.8b
Foreseen
Milestones
Actual completion date
due date
Launch of the website
31/03/2013
15/04/2013
st
Publication of 1 Newsletter
30/11/2013
31/05/2014
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31/10/2014
31/10/2014
Publication of 2nd Newsletter
Publication of Short Documentary
31/12/2014
27/02/2015
Off-line portal release with risk indicators 30/01/2015
30/01/2015
Publication of 3rd Newsletter
31/03/2015
31/03/2015
Publication of Tutorial for students
30/04/2015
31/07/2015
Publication of 4th Newsletter
05/09/2015
23/09/2014
During the first implementation period, the FLIRE website was considered as an issue of priority
for this Action. The website was designed by 31/03/2013 and the bilingual (EN/GR) website
(www.flire.eu) was successfully launched. During the implementation of the Project, the website
was being updated on a regular basis with informative material, while additional sections kept
being incorporated in its initial structure in order to enhance its capabilities and facilitate
dissemination purposes. CB was responsible for the preparation and uploading of:
 Information about the Project (aim, objectives, Actions, funding scheme, consortium),
 All technical and communication deliverables,
 Communication material (FLIRE leaflet in English and in Greek (submitted with the MR)),
 Audiovisual material (indicative photographs and videos (Annex 7.3.3 and Annex 7.3.4
respectively, in electronic format of the FR),
 Indicative presentations made in Project meetings and events (Annex 7.3.5, in electronic
format of the FR)
 A public participation form to be completed by visitors interested in the Project,
 Information about the study area and flood- and fire-related legislation
 Information about networking events
 Design of a login tab, which gives access to the password protected platform, and
incorporation in the front page of the website
As foreseen in the After-LIFE Communication Plan, the website will keep being operational and
regularly updated with new posts including information for new meetings-events with
Stakeholders or with other relevant authorities and municipalities, audiovisual material from these
events and new publications in scientific journals or international conferences. FORTH enhanced
the audiovisual material with videos, designed a study area map for the site and collaborated with
NTUA for the development of a tab in the first page of the website for free login to the Platform
(demo navigation to FLIRE tools and services). ALGOSYSTEMS prepared fire-related material,
ICL prepared additional informative material and IRPI updated the informative texts for Action
C2, incorporating results from their reports.
FLIRE’s special logo (submitted with the IR) was designed and used in all communications in
order to visualize the Project and increase its impact. Channels on YouTube and on Google+ were
created and disseminated information about the Project and relevant videos. To further increase
public awareness, FLIRE kept being promoted during its implementation through the websites of
NTUA, IRPI, ALGOSYSTEMS, FORTH and NOA. NOA designed an advertising banner and
placed it in its weather page (www.meteo.gr), which is the 2nd most popular webpage in Greece
(among all categories) and the most visited webpage in Greece among the public-sector webpages.
FLIRE is also advertised under personal webpages of NTUA team and ICL team. ICL published
FLIRE under the news of the EWRE (Environmental and Water Resources Engineering) Section
of ICL. ALGOSYSTEMS with NTUA established cooperation with the Forest Research Institute
of Athens (FRIA), which incorporated the link of the FLIRE website in its website, in the
dedicated domain to forest fire prevention (Figure 17). The full list of references to FLIRE and
relevant publications in websites is included in Annex 7.3.6.
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Figure 17. Screenshot of the http://www.fria.gr/prolipsi/ webpage (available in Greek) showing
the link for the FLIRE Project.
The 1st FLIRE newsletter was initially scheduled to be published by the end November 2013.
However, the consortium agreed upon a short delay in its publication, aiming to incorporate in it
important elements from the urban flood component. Given that the relevant technical Action (B2)
was completed at 28/03/2014, the preparation of the newsletter started shortly prior to its
completion and eventually the newsletter was published in May 2014. The 1st newsletter is
attached in Annex 7.3.7a. The schedule for the publication of the subsequent newsletters was as
foreseen in the MR. In particular, the 2nd newsletter was published in October 2014 and was also
translated in Greek and distributed during the 2nd Stakeholders’ Meeting. The 2nd newsletter is
attached in Annex 7.3.7b. The 3rd newsletter was published in March 2015 (Annex 7.3.7c) and the
4th newsletter was published in September 2015 and is attached in Annex 7.3.7d.
The short documentary was initially planned to be delivered by 31/12/2014. Following up a
relevant communication with the FLIRE External Monitoring Officer, its completion was
extended for two months and eventually the short documentary was uploaded on the FLIRE
website by 27/02/2015 (http://www.flire.eu/en/audiovisual_en/videos_en/).
The tutorial was originally planned to be delivered by 30/09/2014. The consortium had then
agreed upon the incorporation of useful information from Action B7 in it, which would only
become available at its final stage. Given that Action B7 was extended for 30/06/2015 (see
Section 5.1), the tutorial was rescheduled for 30/07/2015. The tutorial has been delivered
according to this updated schedule and is attached in Annex 7.3.8a and Annex 7.3.8b.
The activities undertaken during the implementation of FLIRE for public awareness raising were
in complete agreement with the planned activities. The effectiveness of this Action, especially as
the Project was progressing, can be quantified through the total number of website visitors. In
particular, after the launching of the website and for the first reporting period (31/03/2013 –
15/06/2013) the total number of website visitors was 195. During the period 16/06/2013 –
31/03/2014 the total number of website visitors reached 3083. Its peak was observed during
November 2013 (in total 1244 visitors during that month) and this can be attributed mainly to its
advertisement through the particularly popular website of NOA, in addition to the uploading of
useful information on it. The number of website visitors remained high during the final reporting
period, reaching approx. 350 visitors per month, with a high peak being observed in June 2015
(Figure 18). Besides the regular uploading of updated material on the site and the extent of other
dissemination activities, this high rate can also be attributed to the fact that a link to the FLIRE
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website was incorporated in the FRIA website, in the domain related to Fire Prevention (also
mentioned in the description of Action D3).

Figure 18. The website visitors during the June month of 2015
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action D1 are included in
Annexes 7.5.21, 7.5.22, 7.5.23, 7.5.24 and 7.5.25.
Action D2: On-site dissemination
Action D2 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 30/09/2015. This Action
mainly aimed to awareness raising and involvement of local society from the study area (Eastern
Attica and especially the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi) in the Project. Activities undertaken for
this Action aimed to force public consultation and active participation, in order to achieve the
engagement of key stakeholders in FLIRE’s implementation. These activities included workshops
and meetings with municipality and regional environmental authorities, local society, NGOs,
media and citizens in order to inform, sensitize and educate them about floods and fires interaction
and efficient management of these hazards. Besides, interaction with local society would provide
useful feedback and information about the status of the area and would support the monitoring of
the Project’s impact on local society (Action C1). Round table meetings targeted representatives
and key persons from stakeholders and authorities, while events were open to local society and
citizens. Notice boards have been erected in key points of the study area to further communicate
FLIRE and its objectives. The deliverables of Action D2 are presented in Table 17. No milestones
were foreseen for this Action in the proposal.
Table 17. Deliverables of Action D2.
Actual
Foreseen
Transmission to EC with
Deliverables
completion
due date
(Report/Annex #)
date
MR / Annex 7.3.7 & FR / Annex
st
1 Annual report on round table meetings 30/09/2013 30/09/2014
7.3.9a (after revision according to EC
comments of 02/11/2013 and
and events
16/05/2014)

Notice boards

31/07/2013

31/05/2014

2 Annual report on round table meetings 30/09/2014
and events

30/09/2014

nd

FR / Annex 7.3.9b (after revision
according to EC comments of
07/01/2015)

rd

3 Annual report on round table
30/09/2015
30/09/2015 FR / Annex 7.3.9c (considering EC
comments of 02/12/2015)
meetings and events
During the implementation of the FLIRE Project in total 4 Stakeholders’ Meetings – Events and
19 Round Tables took place. Representatives from the Municipalities of Rafina-Pikermi,
Marathon and Nea Makri, the Greek Fire Service, the General Secretariat of Civil Protection
(GSCP) and the Special Secretariat of Water, as well as local NGOs and representatives from local
society participated in these meetings. In general, participants have expressed their increased
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interest in FLIRE and its activities. Additional information for these meetings, listed by date, is
presented in the following paragraphs.
NTUA organized the 1st FLIRE round table meeting with representatives from the Municipality
of Rafina-Pikermi at 10/04/2013 at the premises of the Municipality in Pikermi. The Mayor of the
Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi and several members of the technical services of the Municipality
participated in the meeting. The FLIRE team prepared a detailed presentation for the FLIRE
Project, its aim, objectives and final outputs, and presented it during this meeting. This
presentation initiated a fruitful discussion on the particularities of the study area, the final
outcomes of the Project and the envisaged exploitation of the tools that will be developed for the
efficient flood and forest fire risk assessment and management in the area. The 1st Stakeholders
Meeting-Event was organized by NTUA and the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi. The event took
place on 12th of May 2013 at the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi, with participation of all key
local stakeholders and relevant authorities. The event was promoted through FLIRE’s website
(http://www.flire.eu/el/participate/workshops/), beneficiaries’ contact lists, special invitations to
key
stakeholders,
and
to
the
media
through
relevant
Press
release
(http://www.flire.eu/el/communicational/pressreleases/). All relevant information (agenda,
invitation, participants list etc.) was attached as Annex in the IR. FLIRE was fully presented to
local society and all representatives from local authorities, the GSCP, the Fire Service, the Special
Secretariat of Water and NGOs, recognized the importance of FLIRE’s system tools and
expressed their willingness to support procedures and get involved in FLIRE’s user group. The 2nd
FLIRE round table meeting took place between NTUA, ALGOSYSTEMS and representatives
from the Greek Fire Service at 25/07/2013 at the premises of the Fire Service. The purpose of the
meeting was to match FLIRE outputs with Service’s needs and to this end, representatives from
the Fire Service were informed in detail about the Project and its outputs and informed in their
turn the Project partners about the operational procedures of their Service. In the framework of
implementation of Action C1 and as presented above, a questionnaire was distributed to
stakeholders and local authorities and ALGOSYSTEMS proceeded to the 4 round table meetings.
The 3rd FLIRE round table meeting took place between ALGO, the Municipality of RafinaPikermi and the Municipality of Marathon at 12/08/2013. During the meeting FLIRE team
presented in detail the FLIRE Project, provided clarifications for the completion of the initial
version of the questionnaire and received useful feedback regarding field that could be
incorporated in the final version of the questionnaire. A relevant targeted meeting, the 4th FLIRE
round table meeting took place at 13/08/2013. ALGOSYSTEMS and representatives from the
Greek Fire Service and the GSCP participated in the meeting. Similarly to the 3rd FLIRE round
table meeting, ALGOSYSTEMS presented the FLIRE Project, distributed an initial version of the
questionnaire and received relevant feedback from the participants. The questionnaire was further
discussed among Project partners and was finalized during the 5th partners meeting in London (1618/01/2014).
Its revised version (submitted with the MR) was distributed to stakeholders and local authorities
during following up meetings and in particular during: the 5th FLIRE round table meeting with
the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi at 07/03/2014, the 6th FLIRE round table meeting with
GSCP at 17/03/2014, the 7th FLIRE round table meeting at the Hellenic Fire Service
Headquarters at 22/03/2014 and the 8th FLIRE round table meeting with the Municipality of
Marathon at 26/03/2014. During these meetings, besides the provision of clarifications and
feedback for the completion of the questionnaires, discussion about the provision of access to the
FLIRE fire management web services was made with the Fire Service and the GSCP. During the
9th FLIRE round table meeting, which took place at the Hellenic Fire Service Headquarters at
17/04/2015, credentials to access and test the G-FMIS web application were provided to Antonis
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Panagiotakis, the Major of the Hellenic Fire Service. During the 10th (18/04/2014) and 11th
(24/04/2014) FLIRE round table meetings, the appropriate equipment was established in the
Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi and in the Municipalities of Marathon and Nea Makri relatively,
in order to run the fire management web service. The credentials were provided to representatives
from those Municipalities. Representatives from the GSCP obtained access to the G-FMIS fire
web application during the 13th FLIRE round table meeting (20/05/2014). The 12th FLIRE
round table meeting was organized by the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi and FRIA at
26/04/2014 in the context of the INCA initiative of FRIA for the Forest fire Prevention campaign
of 2014. The FLIRE team was represented by ALGOSYSTEMS and the aim of this meeting was
to involve local stakeholders in the forest fire prevention campaign. Representatives from the
Rafina-Pikermi Civil Protection office, the Fire Service as well as from groups and local
associations from Kallitechnoupoli, Etos and Neos Voutzas participated in this meeting.
The 2nd Stakeholder Meeting-Event was organized by NTUA and the Municipality of RafinaPikermi. The event took place on 15th of November 2014 at the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi,
with participation of representatives of the Municipality Rafina-Pikermi, Public Services and
Local Stakeholders of Rafina-Pikermi area. The meeting focused on the collection of the
information and the feedback from the participants, in order to adapt the functionality and the user
interface aspects of the FLIRE DSS to their expectations. The 14th FLIRE round table meeting
(27/02/2015) took place at the Municipality of Marathon and its aim was to present the actual
status of the FLIRE DSS concerning forest fires and floods, since FLORAS system was
incorporated in the platform, and keep informed the local stakeholders on the capabilities of the
system. The feedback from the locals was very important for the final visualization of the flood
hazard maps in the DSS platform. The 3rd Stakeholder Meeting- Event was organized by NTUA,
ALGOSYSTEMS in cooperation with representatives of other EU and national Projects. This
event was a combination of a stakeholder meeting and a networking event, while many projects
related mainly to fires were presented, including inter alia FLIRE (LIFE), PREFER (Copernicus),
ENTEC (European Infrastructures), EPADAP (National project) and AGROETAK (national
Project). Representatives from key stakeholders participated in the meeting and were informed on
the progress of the FLIRE Project and on updated Project services. The 15th FLIRE round table
meeting took place in the Municipality of Marathon at 07/05/2015. This meeting focused on the
organization of the next round table and the production of the informative FIRE leaflet about fire
prevention and fire protection Representatives from ALGOSYSTEMS and the Municipality of
Rafina-Pikermi agreed upon the organization of the 16th FLIRE round table meeting, before the
starting of the fire season 2015. The 16th round table meeting took place in the Municipality of
Rafina-Pikermi and representatives of the Regional Authority of Attica and Civil Protection
Agency participated. The seasonal fire risk maps for the entire 2015 fire season were presented. At
the end of the meeting the FLIRE team discussed with representatives of Rafina-Pikermi about the
structural measures that proposed to be applied in the “Planning tool for flood management” in
order to receive the relevant feedback. The 17th FLIRE round table meeting (21/05/2015)
aimed to a discussion with the representatives from the Regional Authority of Attica regarding the
possibility of FLIRE to provide fire management related services to neighbour Municipalities of
Rafina-Pikermi. Furthermore, during the 18th FLIRE round table meeting (03/07/2015) the Firefighter Volunteers of Rafina-Pikermi were informed about the capabilities of the FLIRE DSS.
Additionally, the Planning Tool for flood management was presented to representatives of the
Municipality Rafina-Pikermi. The 19th (final) FLIRE round table meetings took place in the
Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi and focused on the finalization of the User Group of the DSS
Platform and the provision of the access credentials. The 4th (final) Stakeholder Meeting-Event
took place in the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi at 29/09/2015, i.e. close to the completion of the
Project, as originally scheduled. It was organized by NTUA and ALGOSYSTEMS in cooperation
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with the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi. This event coincided with the end of the Project and the
final version of the DSS Platform was presented to the stakeholders-end users. The end users
expressed their satisfaction for the final product and verified the importance of the provided tools
for their services. Additional information on meetings and events, is presented in the 1st, 2nd and
3rd Annual reports on round table meetings and events (Annexes 7.3.9a, 7.3.9b and 7.3.9c,
respectively).
CB undertook all necessary procedures for the design, construction and installation of two (2)
notice boards within the boundaries of the study area. CB collaborated with the Municipality of
Rafina-Pikermi in order to identify two appropriate locations for their installation. As also
mentioned in the MR, a delay has been encountered in the identification of the sites from the
Municipality and consequently the notice boards were erected in the selected locations in May
2014. As asked for in the 4th round of EC comments (Annex 7.5.28), photos from the sites with the
erected notice boards are attached in Annex 7.3.3c (in electronic format).
The activities undertaken during the implementation of FLIRE for awareness raising and
involvement of local society from the study area were in complete agreement with the planned
activities. As the Project was progressing, meetings with representatives from local authorities
were increasingly intense, as scheduled. As a response to the systematic expression of interest on
the FLIRE platform on behalf of local authorities, successive training sessions took place, which
made the trainees (Annex 7.3.13) more familiar with the FLIRE tools and services.
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action D2 are included in
Annexes 7.5.26, 7.5.27, 7.5.28, 7.5.29 and 7.5.30.
Action D3: Publications
Action D3 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 30/09/2015. The primary aim
of this Action was to communicate the FLIRE’s objectives and results to local society and
stakeholders and disseminate its outcomes to the scientific and research community. Stakeholders,
authorities and local society were informed through leaflets/posters distributed during workshops,
meetings and other Project’s events, publications in local and national press (articles, press
releases, advertorials etc.) and the FLIRE Layman’s report. Scientific and research community
was reached through publications of papers in high profile scientific journals and presentations
(both oral and poster) in international conferences. All publications are available online through
the FLIRE website. The deliverables of Action D3 are presented in Table 18. No milestones were
foreseen for this Action in the proposal.
Table 18. Deliverables of Action D3.
Foreseen due
Actual completion
Transmission to EC with
Deliverables
date
date
(Report/Annex #)
3000 leaflets
31/05/2015
31/05/2015
MR / Annexes 7.3.1 and 7.3.2
Layman’s report
30/09/2015
30/09/2015
FR / Annexes 7.3.1a and 7.3.1b
8 scientific publications
30/09/2015
30/09/2015
FR / Annexes 7.3.10a and
7.3.10b1 to 7.3.10b25
20 press publications
30/09/2015
30/09/2015
FR / Annex 7.3.6
The progress that has been made in this Action during the implementation of the Project is
summarized in the following:
Regarding publications in press, relevant material was regularly distributed to media in order to
achieve higher awareness on FLIRE. In total 62 references and publications of FLIRE and the
Stakeholders’ meetings were published in articles and electronic press relevant to environment. 4
Press releases were sent to media (local press), one for each Stakeholders Meeting, also
disseminated through several internet articles. One more article entitled “The FLIRE product alerts
for floods and fires was published in local press. Moreover, 2 interviews by PC (Prof. Mimikou)
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were given to a national newspaper (Kathimerini). Additionally, an article for FLIRE was
published in the weekly environmental magazine “Green Week” of Attiki Press. A full list of
references and publications in press and websites is attached in Annex 7.3.6. In addition, ICL
collaborated with NTUA for the preparation of a short description of the FLIRE Project and
comparison of Rafina with others case studies. The description was published by The Grantham
Institute for Climate Change webpage. A short interview was also given by ICL on the FLIRE
Project and was uploaded on the Grantham Institute webpage, as well. Furthermore,
ALGOSYSTEMS and NTUA established synergies with FRIA and the FLIRE website link was
added in FRIA’s website (June 2015). Finally, all partners incorporated a link to the FLIRE
website and a description of the Project in their websites.
 Regarding scientific publications (Annexes 7.3.10a to 7.3.10 b1 to 7.3.10.b25), all partners
were actively involved in the publication of scientific material in high-profile journals and
conferences (oral or poster presentations) since the very early stages of the Project. In total 25
scientific publications were successfully published during the implementation period and 3 more
publications were published during the first 2-month After-life period. Additional publications are
prepared by the partners for the After-LIFE period (as presented in the After-LIFE
Communication Plan, attached in Annex 7.3.2). LIFE co-funding is acknowledged in all
publications.
Regarding the bilingual leaflets, the Greek version (submitted with the MR) was designed by the
CB and was printed in 2000 copies by April 2013. An electronic version of the leaflet is available
through the Project’s website (http://www.flire.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/flire-poster.pdf).
All Greek partners received copies of the Greek version and distributed them during networking
activities and targeted meetings. 50 leaflets were distributed to citizens and representatives of
stakeholders during the 1st Stakeholders Meeting, 100 leaflets during the 2nd Stakeholders
Meeting, 100 more leaflets during the 3rd Stakeholders Meeting, 150 leaflets during the 4th
Stakeholders Meeting, 50 leaflets to participants of the networking meeting that took place in the
framework of the 7th Partners’ meeting (so as to be delivered by their organizations) and 60
leaflets were delivered to the FRIA staff to be distributed in their premises. In total, 500 leaflets
were placed at the Town Hall of the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi info kiosk for citizens’
information, 400 leaflets were distributed to the Municipality of Marathon, the Greek Fire Service
and the GSCP during on-site targeted meetings described in Action D2, 300 copies were
distributed by CB at the premises of the Laboratory of Hydrology and Water Resources
Management to students (both undergraduate and postgraduate) and academic and research staff.
NOA and FORTH distributed in total 100 leaflets in their premises.
ICL prepared the English version of the FLIRE leaflet (submitted with the MR), which is also
available in the Project’s website (http://www.flire.eu/wp-content/uploads/2013/07/flire-leafleten.pdf) and printed 500 copies. 250 copies of the English version were delivered to IRPI. ICL
distributed 150 copies during networking activities with other projects (described in detail in
Action D4) and 70 copies were distributed at the premises of ICL. IRPI distributed 150 copies of
the English version of the leaflet to Umbria region and Civil Protection flood competent
authorities and 50 leaflets were distributed during the conference “Le Giornate dell’ Idrologia
2015” organized by IRPI.
The FLIRE Layman’s report was produced by the end of the Project, as planned. The report is
bilingual and available at the FLIRE website. The Layman Report has been designed in a simple
and easy-understanding way so as to reach the general public. The aim of the project, the applied
methodology and the final results are presented in a comprehensive and clear way and are
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complemented by many figures and photographs. Overall, its structure is based on the guidelines
and examples provided at the LIFE webpage.
The progress of activities to communicate FLIRE to local society and stakeholders and
disseminate the Project’s outcomes to the scientific and research community that was made during
its implementation was better than the planned. In fact, references and publications of FLIRE in
scientific journals, conferences, articles and electronic press have by far exceeded the
corresponding target numbers.
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action D3 are included in
Annexes 7.5.31, 7.5.32, 7.5.33 and 7.5.34.
Action D4: Networking with other projects
Action D4 started on 01/10/2012 and was successfully completed by 30/09/2015. The aim of this
Action was the dissemination of the FLIRE Project through networking activities among the
FLIRE team and partners and stakeholders involved in other past or ongoing projects of relevant
topics. The ultimate purpose of this Action was the exchange of experience and lessons learnt
between organizations that have worked or work in LIFE or other relevant to floods and fire
projects. The deliverables of Action D4 are presented in Table 19. No milestones were foreseen
for this Action in the proposal.
Table 19. Deliverables of Action D4.
Foreseen due Actual completion Transmission to EC with
Deliverables
date
date
(Report/Annex #)
st
1 networking meeting report
30/09/2014
30/09/2014
FR / Annex 7.3.11a
2nd networking meeting report
30/09/2015
30/09/2015
FR / Annex 7.3.11b
Both deliverables were revised according to comments provided in EC communications. The
corresponding itemized responses are attached in Annexes 7.5.38 and 7.5.39.
As also mentioned in the Inception and the MR, ALGOSYSTEMS also participated in another
LIFE Project, ArcFUEL LIFE10 ENV/GR/000617. ARCFUEL was a particularly interesting 27month long LIFE project. This Project aimed to produce fuel classification mapping for effective
forest fire management in the Mediterranean region. The relevance between the FLIRE Project
and ARCFUEL is quite significant, as fuel maps were required for the implementation of the
FLIRE Project. Direct communication between projects had been established by
ALGOSYSTEMS from the first stages of the FLIRE Project. Parallel to that, the outputs of the
FUELMAP Project (Contract of JRC, Ispra, coordinated by GMV (ES)), mainly in terms of fuel
map classification, were taken into consideration and further exploited during the FLIRE Project.
In the framework of the implementation of Action D4 ICL has taken part in a networking meeting
with researchers involved in another ongoing project that is of relevance to FLIRE. More
specifically, ICL participated in a meeting of the “Blue-Green-Dream” project (funded by Climate
KIC (Knowledge and Innovation Community)) held in Skempton Building, Imperial College
London, South Kensington Campus at 18/04/2013. Representatives of the “Blue-Green-Dream”
project from ICL, KTH Stockholm and NTU Taiwan participated in this meeting. ICL made an
oral presentation (submitted with the MR) on the aim and objectives of FLIRE, as well as of the
way it is implemented and its future impact.
In addition, ICL presented the FLIRE Project during a speech in Malaysia, at the Fakulti Sains dan
Teknologi, Universiti Kebangsaan Malaysia, 43600 Ukm, Selangor, at 16/12/2013. The FLIRE
Project was presented as part of the work undertaken under the EWRE section of ICL, during the
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speech “Imperial College Water Resources: an overview”. The audience was mainly researchers,
PhD students and staff members of the University.
IRPI participated in a networking meeting, during the Steering Committee meeting of the
Euromediterranean network of experimental and representative basins (ERB), at 04/10/2013.
Moreover, IRPI undertook another networking activity with other projects. In particular, the
Department of Italian Civil Protection (DPC) organized a workshop at 26/02/2014. The title of
this workshop was “Use of soil moisture products for operational purposes at the Department of
Italian Civil Protection” and IRPI together with another Italian research group participated in it.
IRPI presented to the competent technicians the results of the application of hydrological
modelling, which were produced in collaboration with NTUA and published in the Hydrology and
Earth System Science Journal (mentioned in Action D3).
ALGOSYSTEMS participated in a networking meeting with the National Observatory of Forest
Fires, which took place at Forestry School, Aristotle University of Thessaloniki (AUTH), at
14/02/2014. ALGOSYSTEMS established networking synergies with FRIA during the event
Forest Fire Prevention 2014 (05/06/2014). Additionally, ALGOSYSTEMS presented the FLIRE
Project to Environmental Institute (IPRETEA) of the National Research Center for Scientific
Research (NCSRD) “Demokritos” at 20/06/2014, during which eventual synergy opportunities
and complementarity of the work of the two teams were established. Another networking meeting,
during which the FLIRE Projected was promoted, was organized with the National Security
Platform of R&D organizations. Furthermore, KEMEA expressed its interest to exploit the FLIRE
DSS in the framework of a small-scale pilot crisis management coordination center which is
currently under development by them. During the meeting (02/09/2014), ALGOSYSTEMS
presented a live demo of the fire propagation module of the FLIRE DSS. ALGOSYSTEMS also
organized a meeting with NAGREF and NCSRD at 04/12/2014 for exchanging information and
discussing further potential synergies of FLIRE with the INKA initiative of NAGREF. Also, the
FLIRE Project was presented during the networking meeting (09/06/2015) with the “Research &
Technology Development Innovation projects (AgroETAK)” and the event “LIFE 2015 Program”
at 16/06/2015, which was held in the Ministry of Economy, Infrastructure and Tourism, Athens.
Finally, a networking meeting was organized between the FLIRE team and KEMEA at
19/06/2015 and the FLIRE team and NCSRD at 25/06/2015.
FORTH presented the FLIRE Project during the event: European Researchers Night 2014. At
26/09/2014 and the FLIRE DSS Platform during the kick off meeting of the H2020 Project
URBANFLUXES. Additionally, FORTH presented the FLIRE project during the Networking
meeting with the Greek Aerospace Industry at 14/07/2015.
All FLIRE partners participated in the networking meeting with the EU Project FIRESENSE
during the 6th partners meeting at 27/06/2014. NTUA established networking activities with the
ADRIPLAN Project DG MARE/2012/25, MSP) at 15/09/2014. Additionally, FLIRE partners
organized a networking meeting (26/03/2014) with the EU Projects PREFER, ENTEC and
National Projects EPADAP, AGROETAK during the event “Products and services for supporting
fire prevention planning, firefighting and flood prevention after fire events”. In addition, NOA
established networking activities with other projects during HYMEX workshops (21-22/09/2015).
Given that one of the Project’s main targets is the dissemination of Project objectives and
outcomes to areas with similar hydrometeorological and geomorphological characteristics and the
uptake of FLIRE outcomes by these areas, the Project was presented at 26-29/06/2013 at a
conference in Porto, Portugal, as mentioned in Action D3. Criteria for the selection of the given
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conference were not only the relation of the Project with the topics addressed by the Conference,
but also the fact that the Conference was organized in an area that deals with both floods and
forest fires, similarly to the study area. Networking with other researchers was established during
the conference. Similar networking activities were established with the Municipality of Rhodes,
the Municipality of Elliniko-Argyroupoli and with Northern Pindos National Park Management
Authority. Networking activities with other municipalities will be continue also during the After
Life Period, as foreseen in the After-LIFE Communication Plan (Annex 7.3.2).
FLIRE team established networking activities with projects, either running or recently completed,
which focus not only on either floods or forest fires, but also on Early Warning Systems, as well
as Projects implemented in similar areas conditions with the study area. Contacts were established
with the LIFE projects CALCHAS LIFE08/ENV/GR/558 and ArcFUEL (LIFE10 ENV/GR/617)
and the FUELMAP project (Contract of JRC, Ispra) project.
Besides networking contacts with the Projects ArcFUEL and FUELMAP, during the
implementation period of the FLIRE Project contacts, were also established with the Special
Secretariat for Water (SSW), the Directorate of Hydroelectric Production of the Public Power
Corporation (PPC) S.A and high-profile design offices and companies that are active in flood risk
management works in Greece, such as NAMA Consulting Engineers and Planners S.A. (which has
undertaken the Flood Risk Management Plan of Attica), HYDROEXIGIANTIKI Consulting
Engineers, MEYP Consultants, EPSILON International S.A., HYDROMENT S.A. and
ALKOPLAN S.A.
The activities undertaken during the implementation of the Project for networking with other
projects were in agreement with the planned activities. Networking activities were intensified
during the final implementation phase, as planned, when significant progress had already been
made in Implementation Actions and the exchange of accumulated experience and lessons learnt
would be more valuable.
Itemised responses to all issues raised in previous EC letters for Action D4 are included in
Annexes 7.5.35, 7.5.36, 7.5.37, 7.5.38 and 7.5.39.

5.3 Evaluation of Project Implemention
The factors that determined the successful implementation of FLIRE were the quality of its
outputs, the in-time completion of all tasks, the Project dissemination and the cost-efficiency of
Actions. The methodology applied in order to ensure such a successful implementation, was based
on three fundamental procedures. The first one concerned the sound implementation of all
technical actions, the second one concerned the efficient Project management and the third one
concerned the undertaking of effective dissemination activities.
The relevant expertise and experience of the members of the consortium in floods risk assessment
and management (NTUA, ICL, IRPI), forest fire risk assessment and management
(ALGOSYSTEMS), weather forecasting (NOA) and development of computational DSS tools
(FORTH) ensured the sound implementation of FLIRE’s technical progress. This expertise was
combined with a solid understating of the particularities of the study area, which was supported by
the preparatory Action A2, and resulted in the successful completion of all Implementation
Actions. The efficient Project management has been achieved through the close monitoring of the
overall Project progress. As described in detail in the Administrative part (Section 4) and in the
relevant Technical Report for Action E1 (submitted with the MR), concrete procedures for
progress monitoring, including regular reporting, continuous evaluation of achieved outputs and
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comparison with the scheduled ones and regular team meetings, were undertaken since the very
early stages of FLIRE implementation, they prevented delays and thus supported the costefficiency of Actions. The successful implementation of FLIRE was also associated with effective
dissemination activities. Detailed planning of meetings and events (also presented in the 1st, 2nd
and 3rd Annual reports on round table meetings and events in Annexes 7.3.9a, 7.3.9b and 7.3.9c,
respectively), numerous scientific publications (Annexes 7.3.10a-7.3.10b1 to 7.3.1025) and press
publications (Annex 7.3.6) supported the FLIRE dissemination. Such activities also foster the
Project’s uptake in other similar regions hence increasing the cost-efficiency of FLIRE.
FLIRE dissemination activities have variable target-audiences: On the one hand several
dissemination activities target local society, local authorities, stakeholders involved and NGOs and
on the other hand FLIRE team reaches the scientific and research community. Particular tasks
undertaken for the dissemination of the Project are described in detail in Actions C1, D1, D2 and
D3. In comparison to the first year of FLIRE implementation, dissemination activities were
intensified during its second and especially the third implementation year. This escalation in
dissemination was scheduled, since in order to effectively disseminate the Project it was necessary
to already have initial results. The increase in the number of FLIRE website visitors, the
augmentation of emailing lists of interested parties, the active participation of local authorities and
stakeholders in meetings and dedicated training sessions on FLIRE tools verify the effectiveness
of dissemination activities.
Results from flood modelling and flood-related tools and services of the FLIRE platform, were
made visible to the local society and to the general public through dissemination activities
(described in Section 5.2), upon their completion. Even though no significant flood has affected
the area since the completion of the flood-related tools, the relevant services were presented for
less intense events and also, for demonstration purposes, for significant historic events. As far as
results from fire modelling are concerned, the fire propagation and fire danger mapping web
services of FLIRE were also made visible to the local authorities, stakeholders and citizens of the
study area upon their completion. In the absence of a forest fire in Rafina catchment after the
completion of the fire management service, this service was presented to local society and
stakeholders for user-defined fire scenarios, for demonstration purposes. FLIRE consortium also
supported local authorities and stakeholders to disseminate these results to the local community.
A detailed evaluation of the FLIRE Project, including objectives foreseen in the revised proposal
and achieved outputs per Action is presented below.
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Action
A1

A2

B1

B2

Objectives foreseen in revised
proposal
Preparation of one Technical Report for
each one of the following Actions (17)
Incorporation of the Technical Reports in
management activities
Identification of the existing conditions
and locations vulnerable to floods and fires
in the study area
Survey report of the study area
Spatial databases with vegetation, fuel and
fire related datasets
Structural fire risk map
Application of a rainfall-runoff model
Hydrological modelling using “live”
timeseries and up-to-date underlying maps
Assessment of the hydrological behavior of
periurban area
Outputs of hydrological modelling for
Action B2
Proper selection of the flood model
Upgrade of flood model in cases of
significant geomorphologic changes
Simplified version of the urban flood
model for improved computational time
Outputs of urban flood modelling for
Action B3
Flood hazard and flood risk maps

B3

Fuzzy similarity metrics for the association
between near real-time weather
information and rainfall scenarios and thus
computed flood risk
Fire risk module using the KBDI index

B4

Fire propagation module (GFMIS forest
fire simulator)
Adaptation and operational run of a shortterm weather forecasting system

B5
Real time data from monitoring network
and weather forecasts to WIMT

B6

Integrated DSS platform – early warning
information

B7

Planning tool for flood risk management

B8

Application of the DSS Tool

Achieved outputs
17 Technical Reports
Successfully implemented

Status survey report

Forest fuel mapping

Evaluation
 Objectives met
 Effective management
ensured throughout
Project implementation
 Objectives met
 Collected datasets and
info was successfully
used in Implementation
Actions

 Objectives met
 Hydrological study
 Catchment modelling
 Catchment modelling available successfully
implemented

Urban flood modelling
available

 Objectives met
 Urban flood modelling
successfully
implemented

Flood hazard and flood risk
maps produced for different  Objectives met
return periods (T=5, 200 and  “Smart alerts” based on
flood modelling
1000 years)

successfully running
Production and successful

Significant improvement
operation of 3 levels of “flood
in
capabilities of DSS
smart alerts” instead (not
through
“smart alerts”
foreseen in revised proposal), as
described in Section 5.1
 Objectives met
Fire risk module implemented
 Input for fire-service of
DSS successfully
Fire propagation module
developed
implemented
Weather forecasts available
 Objectives met
Real-time weather information  Validation tools
successfully developed
available
 Thunderstorm smart
alerts successfully
Thunderstorm smart alerts
running
 Fire-related services
incorporated and available to
 Objectives met
FLIRE User Group
 User-friendly platform
 Flood-related services
layout
incorporated and available to
FLIRE User Group
 Structural and non-structural
 Objectives met
measures incorporated in flood
 Successful running of
models
the optimization
 Flood, fire and urban
algorithm
development scenarios
 Successfully running of
available
the Planning tool
 Development of an
optimization algorithm
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 Objectives met
Finalized platform with all
 All tools successfully
foreseen tools available
incorporated in platform

Action

Objectives foreseen in revised
proposal

C1

Monitor the Project’s impact on local
society

C2

 Data for identification of indicators
 Identify critical thresholds for indicators
 Monitor identified indicators

D1

Website
Newsletters
Short Documentary
Tutorial
Stakeholder meetings-events and roundtable meetings

D2

Notice boards

3.000 Leaflets

D3

20 Publications in international and local
press
8 Scientific publications (journals –
conferences)

D4

Networks for exchanging experience and
common activities

E1

Successful project implementation and
budget monitoring

E2

After LIFE communication plan

Achieved outputs

Evaluation

 Questionnaire answered by key  Increased # of meetings
with representatives from
stakeholders
local society during the
 Regular meetings with
2nd and 3rd
representatives from local
society
implementation years
 Objectives met
 Updated list of indicators
 Project impact on
 Regular monitoring of final list
environment quantified
of indicators
to the extent that it was
 4 reports on environmental
possible
status
 Objectives met
 Newsletters, short
documentary and tutorial
successfully uploaded on
website, as foreseen
 Objectives met
 4 Stakeholder meetings
successfully organized
 Increased # of round
table meetings,
especially during the 2nd
and 3rd implementation
years
 Erection of 2 notice
boards, as foreseen
2.500 printed (2000 in GR –
 Objectives met
500 in EN)
 Total # of publications in
press and websites
 62 references and publications
exceeded targeted #
in press and websites
 Total # of scientific
 25 implemented
publications exceeded
 3 under development
targeted #
 Objectives met
 Intensified networking
Establishment of an extended
activities especially
contact network
during the 2nd and 3rd
implementation years
Efficient progress
 Project implementation as
monitoring and
foreseen
management throughout
 Regular budget monitoring
the whole
implementation period
Comprehensive After-LIFE
Expected to be
communication plan
successfully implemented
by all Project partners
Website regularly updated
Newsletters available at website
Short documentary available at
website
Tutorial available at website
 4 Stakeholders meetings
 Regular meetings with local
authorities and other key
stakeholders
Notice boards erected on-site
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5.4 Analysis of long-term benefits
FLIRE Project examined thoroughly two of the most severe and frequently occurring natural
hazards, i.e. floods and forest fires. As also discussed in the Executive Summary (Section 2) and
the Introduction (Section 3), both disasters are associated with severe socioeconomic impacts,
including inter alia the threat they pose on human lives and health, their impact on the cultural
heritage of the affected areas and their considerable aesthetic impacts. In addition, floods and
forest fires have a significant environmental footprint, both on a short-term basis and in the long
run. FLIRE aims to contribute to and significantly enhance risk assessment and management of
both hazards and is thus related with short-term environmental benefits and significant long-term
environmental and socioeconomic benefits.
The direct environmental benefits of FLIRE are tied with the fact that within this Project an
innovative EWS has been developed. The real-time monitoring of weather conditions (through the
monitoring networks of NTUA and NOA) and the accurate weather forecasts produced by NOA
are exploited in flood and fire modelling and support the issuing of early warnings. Regarding
floods, 3 levels of “smart alerts” are produced (described under Actions B3 and B5 of Section
5.1). Flood alerts target local authorities and stakeholders involved, while filtered information is
also available to the general public. By that way, the undertaking of necessary actions for near-real
time response to floods, including the adoption of already planned measures for the reduction or
even elimination of dispersion of hazardous substances to the environment, is supported. Hence,
the contamination of watercourses by pathogens and toxic substances can be eliminated, crops that
normally grow in dry land will not be destroyed and landslides and earth instability will be
avoided. In addition, FLIRE supports fire risk assessment also on a near real-time basis, through
the issuing of warnings related to fire risk from the DSS platform. More specifically, real-time
weather measurements are evaluated against existing forest fuel conditions, supporting fire risk
assessment. Hence, warnings on fire danger for the current day (exploiting real-time weather
measurements) are issued every morning and communicated to local authorities and stakeholders
involved. The pertinent authorities can undertake the necessary activities, planned in advance, for
forest fire prevention or at least better control over forest fire propagation. Besides exploitation of
fire-related warnings, the relevant authorities and also the local volunteer teams can exploit at a
real-time the FLIRE platform as a navigation tool for fire and thus undertake necessary activities
to eliminate fire impact. By that way, FLIRE contributes to the protection of wildlife populations
and endangered species, the prevention or at least reduction of emissions of gases that degrade air
quality (such as CO, CO2, CH4 and N2O) and the protection of aquatic systems, including fish
population.
The European Union has identified the threats of floods and fires to the environment and has been
attempting to manage them through relevant environmental policy and legislation. Since the first
EU’s EAP, adopted in 1973, emphasis has been given on the integration of ecological and
environmental aspects into Community Policy and one of the primary concerns of the 6th EAP and
the recent 7th EAP is the enforcement of existing environmental laws. Particularly for the 7th EAP,
which entered into force in January 2014, sustainable management of natural resources, protection
of nature and biodiversity, boosting of resource-efficiency, low-carbon growth and safeguarding
of people’s health and wellbeing have been identified as priority areas. The promotion of
synergies between different priority areas is particularly favored. Relevant EU environmental
policy and legislation aim to improve the habitat and species protection (e.g. EU Forest Action
Plan {SEC (2006), 748}, Bird’s Directive 2009/147/EC etc.). Parallel to that, Directives related to
water quality and flood management aim inter alia to reduce the adverse consequences of surface
waters that do not meet “good quality” standards and floods on the environment, and highlight the
need for monitoring the ecological status of water bodies (Water Framework Directive
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2000/60/EC) and the need for improving risk management through the use of EWS (Floods
Directive 2007/60/EC). Both needs are addressed in FLIRE.
Furthermore, efficient risk assessment and effective management of floods and forest fires and
protection of water bodies and forests from environmental degradation are topics of high National
environmental priority for most Mediterranean countries, since especially their periurban areas
suffer significantly from the combined effect of these natural hazards. For the case of Greece in
particular, according to National Priorities, as submitted also under the National Strategic
Reference Framework (NSRF) 2014-2020, any contribution to the successful implementation of
the Floods Directive, the sustainable water resources management and the sustainable
management of forests is considered as a national target of high priority.
In addition to the abovementioned direct, quantitative environmental benefits of FLIRE, the
FLIRE platform is also associated with long-term benefits. A complete disaster management cycle
includes prevention and mitigation, preparedness, response and recovery. Direct benefits result
mainly from timely response to relevant warnings and exploitation of real-time information. Longterm benefits of FLIRE are associated with the sustainable management of floods and forest fires.
More specifically, hazard prediction and modelling, risk assessment and mapping, awareness
raising activities and evaluation of structural and non-structural measures support prevention and
mitigation. Flooding scenarios, which supports preparedness, have also been developed and
evaluated. Particularly for floods, the flood hazard and risk mapping for different return periods
(Action B3) and the development of the “Planning tool for flood risk assessment and
management” (Action B7), contribute significantly to prevention, mitigation and preparedness and
thus the overall strategic planning for flood risk reduction. DSS constitute a popular technological
achievement for sustainable risk management and hence FLIRE DSS supports the long-term
sustainable management of floods and forest fires. This long-term sustainable management of both
hazards is associated with qualitative environmental and socioeconomic benefits. Regarding longterm environmental benefits, the degradation of ecosystem services due to contamination of water
bodies, emissions of hazardous gases, destruction of crops, landslides, as well as the impacts on
wildlife populations and endangered species, as discussed above, can also be eliminated in the
long run.
Long-term social benefits from FLIRE derive from the contribution of the Project to raise public
awareness on floods, fires and their association. The FLIRE services have been delivered to the
local society, though targeted events (described in Actions C1 and D2). These services have been
well accepted by the representatives of the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi, and also welcomed by
the neighbor Municipalities of Marathon, Pallini and Artemida where the FLIRE consortium
delivered the possibility to run the services. FLIRE services are already integrated in local
programs (INCA) of the Municipality of Rafina-Pikermi in cooperation with FRIA aiming to
involve local population in fire prevention campaigns and to raise public awareness concerning
forest fire problems. Such activities improve the knowledge of the residents, make the local
population familiar with the potential of FLIRE services to support floods and forest fires
prevention and citizens’ protection and motivate stakeholders to proceed to the adoption of
measures and policies for efficient flood and fire risk management. Hence, the negative social
impacts of floods and forest fires, concerning mainly human life and health are eliminated.
FLIRE is also associated with long-term economic benefits, both direct and indirect. Regarding
the indirect long-term economic benefits, FLIRE supports prevention and hence potential damages
on properties, agriculture, tourism, recreational opportunities etc. from both hazards are
eliminated. The early warnings for floods and the daily estimation of fire danger stimulate the on-
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time adoption of appropriate measures and thus are associated with reduced impact on economy.
Additionally, FLIRE adopts a cost-saving approach with direct long-term economic benefits. The
dire consequences of both hazards are traditionally examined separately, ignoring thus the fact that
these hazards are tightly interrelated. In fact, not only does the occurrence and the extent of both
hazards depend on the existing weather conditions and the human intervention in an area, but also
the occurrence of a flash flood or a forest fire event will inevitable affect its vulnerability to a
follow up forest fire or flash flood respectively. FLIRE Project adopts an innovative, holistic
approach for risk assessment and management of floods and forest fires, which is based on the
“collect once – use for many purposes” paradigm for field data and also on the assessment of the
usually underestimated interaction between both hazards. Hence, the results produced are more
reliable and at a decreased cost.
The sustainability of the FLIRE system is ensured by the commitment of all partners to undertake
the necessary activities for the continuation of Project during a post-LIFE 5-year period, as also
described in the After-LIFE Communication Plan (Annex 7.3.2). By that way the system will
remain fully functional beyond the official end of the Project and the consortium will keep
providing input to relevant authorities for the system application, when requested. Details on the
commitment of each partner are included in the description of the Technical Progress of each
Action FLIRE (Section 5.1).
One of the primary objectives of FLIRE has been its uptake in other similar regions. Activities
undertaken and choices made towards the transferability and replicability of the Project are
described in the following. First of all, the keystone of the FLIRE DSS is the espousal of the
distributed architecture of the components of the system as well as the access of the tools via a
web browser, which is a common medium for access. All the components of the system have been
designed from scratch; aiming to combine increased efficiency and simplicity to the extent that
this is possible. In many cases open source tools were adopted for system design. In addition, all
models that support flood analysis were properly selected so as meet certain criteria. More
specifically, all flood models are reliable, flexible (as regards the options they offer for the format
of simulation outputs, visualization of results etc.), accompanied by detailed documentation, have
been successfully applied in flood analyses on a global basis and also they are available for free.
All these factors facilitate the adjustment (when necessary) of FLIRE tools in other areas with
similar characteristics and their easy incorporation in the floods and fires protection system of
other municipalities and thus foster the replicability of FLIRE. Hence, key stakeholders in other
areas will be able to exploit the FLIRE tools for efficient flood and fire risk assessment and
management, without needing to reinvent the wheel and saving by that way necessary resources.
In addition, a detailed dissemination strategy (including training seminars, a tutorial, a short
documentary, publications, organization of events etc. described in Section 5.2), which has been
implemented, fosters the transferability of FLIRE outputs and lessons learnt, supporting in its turn
increased accuracy and economies.
As a demonstration Project, FLIRE is characterized by strong elements of innovation in terms of
conceptual, technological and modelling progress beyond the state of art. Its key conceptual
innovation, also analyzed above, lied in the fact that FLIRE addresses fires and floods in an
integrated way: at the same time and through the same system and data flow. This approach brings
about both a significantly increased efficiency and economy and a much more accurate
representation of both phenomena, by taking into account the often under-utilized links between
them. This innovative idea has been supported by the exploitation of modern technology and use
of state-of-the-art tools for the development and application of the DSS. In particular, the Project
used a state-of-the-art non-hydrostatic Numerical Weather Prediction model (MM5) to drastically
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increase the time and accuracy of high resolution forecasts over the area of interest for flood and
fire risk assessment and management. The Project also made significant progress beyond the stateof-the-art in flood modelling, employing techniques that supported its early warning mission,
since new trends in catchment and urban flood modelling and fire risk assessment were
considered, evaluated and applied. Regarding fire modelling, numerous complex fire behavior
systems were examined and the approach adopted has been adapted to the Greek situation. In
addition, nowadays, the revolution in communication networks (3G, 4G cellular networks) and
digital media (smartphones, tablets) has changed the original concept of modules implemented
within a Commercial-Off-The-Shelf (COTS) software or closed software which includes all the
components of the system. Yet, the elements of a system can be distributed systems in different
remote locations. FLIRE DSS is also accessible and fully functional to Civil Protection
mechanisms even in the field, when a new fire starts or changes direction, e.g. via smartphones or
tablets and this also reinforces its innovative character. Advances in modern technology were also
exploited in data collection for the system (satellite imagery, fully automatic telemetric
hydrometeorological networks etc).
As discussed in Section 1, the approach adopted by stakeholders at present towards flood and fire
protection, mitigation and management in the study area has been uncoordinated and insufficient.
The attempts made in the past towards fire protection in the area were isolated, while prevention
planning and management of floods was confined to the construction of limited, small scale and
insufficient flood protection works. Hence, the insufficient practices and measures for floods and
fires risk assessment and management that are currently adopted in the study area, can
dramatically profit from the FLIRE tools. In fact, the Project represents a significant improvement
to status quo almost from day 1, which can be achieved through the application of the efficient
FLIRE EWS. However, the real benefit comes from the correct identification of floods and fire
events and the improvement of relevant plans and measures.
A list of expected achievements of FLIRE and long-term quantifiable indicators of the Project
success is presented below:
 Improvement of flood prevention: # of measures suggested by the FLIRE Project and
measures examined and/or adopted by the local stakeholders and eventually by the Flood
Directive
 Improvement in flash flood mitigation: % of flash floods correctly forecasted by the FLIRE
system.
 Improvement of forest fire prevention: # of plans modified by the Civil Protection agency
and/or the Fire Service as result of FLIRE analysis.
 Improvement in forest fire protection: % of forest fires whose propagation was correctly
forecasted by the FLIRE tools (forecast in this case, entails correctly identifying at least 80%
of the spatial extent of the fire).
 Improvement of awareness of flash flood hazard, forest fire hazard and their combined effects:
o # of inhabitants contacted through workshops, the web, questionnaires, seminars
and the NGO networks.
o # of institutional stakeholders taking active part in the use of the tools, and/or their
dissemination and training.
An overarching indicator that can also be used is the assessment of yearly costs of floods and fires
of the area which can be compared to past records for the previous decade. These are public
records which can be collected without changes to the institutional and reporting arrangements in
place. A change (reduction) of these costs would be considered a powerful indicator of Project
success although clearly, longer term averages will be more informative than actual specific year
values.
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6. Annexes
6.1 Administrative annexes
All partnership agreements were signed on 15/11/2012, between National Technical University of
Athens (CB) and other partners (Abs), and were successfully submitted to the Commission with
the IR.

6.2 Technical annexes
Attached in the folder 7.2_Techical Annexes.
Technical
Title
Annex No
Action A2. Status Survey Report for the study area (revised)
7.2.1
Action A2. Forest Fuel Map Report (revised)
7.2.2
Action B3. Flood hazard maps
7.2.3
Action B3. Flood risk maps
7.2.4
Action B5. Model validation report
7.2.5
Action B6. DSS Tools
7.2.6
7.2.7
Action C1. Report on Project’s impact on local society
Action C2. Report on environmental status of the area
7.2.8
Action C2. 1st Report on Environmental Evolution of the area
7.2.9
Action C2. 2nd Report on Environmental Evolution of the area
7.2.10
Action C2. Final Report with Goals on Problem Targeted
7.2.11

6.3 Dissemination annexes
Attached in the folder 7.3_Disemination_Annexes.
Dissemination
Title
Annex No
Action D3. Layman’s report (English)
7.3.1a
Action D3. Layman’s report (Greek)
7.3.1b
Action E2. After-LIFE Communication Plan
7.3.2
Action D1. Photographs (in electronic format)
7.3.3
Meetings (in electronic format)
7.3.3a
Events (in electronic format)
7.3.3b
Notice boards (in electronic format)
7.3.3c
Field trips (in electronic format)
7.3.3d
Action D1.Videos (in electronic format)
7.3.4
Action D1. A short documentary (in electronic format)
7.3.4a
Action D1. A demo-video for the application of the platform (in electronic
7.3.4.b
format)
Action D1.Presentations (in electronic format)
7.3.5
Action D3. References and Publications in press and websites
7.3.6
Action D1. 1st FLIRE Newsletter
7.3.7a
Action D1. 2nd FLIRE Newsletter
7.3.7b
Action D1. 3rd FLIRE Newsletter
7.3.7c
Action D1. 4th FLIRE Newsletter
7.3.7d
Action D1. Newsletters’ Recipients List
7.3.7e
7.3.8a
Action D1. Manual of the FLIRE DSS (English)
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7.3.8b
7.3.9a
7.3.9b
7.3.9c
7.3.10a
7.3.10b1
7.3.10b2
7.3.10b3
7.3.10b4
7.3.10b5
7.3.10b6
7.3.10b7
7.3.10b8
7.3.10b9
7.3.10b10
7.3.10b11
7.3.10b12
7.3.10b13
7.3.10b14
7.3.10b15
7.3.10b16
7.3.10b17
7.3.10b18
7.3.10b19
7.3.10b20
7.3.10b21

Action D1. Manual of the FLIRE DSS (Greek)
Action D2. 1st Annual report on round table meetings and events
Action D2. 2nd Annual report on round table meetings and events
Action D2. 3rd Annual report on round table meetings and events
Action D3. Full list of scientific publications
Action D3. An innovative approach to Floods and Fire Risk Assessment
and Management (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Hydrologic validation of satellite soil moisture products(only in
electronic format)
Action D3. Use of satellite soil moisture data for hydrological applications
(only in electronic format)
Action D3. Modeling Floods with only Soil Moisture Observations (and
not rainfall) (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Using globally available soil moisture indicators for flood
modelling in Mediterranean catchments
Action D3. A Wiener-Wavelet-based filter for de-noising satellite soil
moisture retrievals (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Soil as a natural raingauge: estimating rainfall from global
satellite soil moisture data (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Estimating rainfall from global satellite soil moisture data:
recent improvements and application (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Assimilation of the in-situ soil moisture for improving rainfall
and discharge prediction in small Mediterranean catchments (only in
electronic format)
Action D3. Assimilation of H-SAF soil moisture products for hydrological
modelling in Mediterranean catchments (only in electronic format)
Action D3. A web service for the assessment of the behaviour and the
spread of a forest fire (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Web service tools in the era of forest fire management and
elimination (only in electronic format)
Action D3. A web-service that supports forest fire prevention, design for
local authorities (only in electronic format)
Action D3. FLIRE – Floods and Fire Risk assessment and management
(LIFE11ENV/GR/975) (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Assimilation satellite soil moisture into rainfall-runoff
modelling: towards a systematic study,(only in electronic format)
Action D3. Weather monitoring and forecasting over eastern Attica
(Greece) in the frame of FLIRE project(only in electronic format)
Action D3. Rainfall estimation from soil moisture data: crash test for
SM2RAIN algorithm (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Landsat 8 vs. Landsat 5: A comparison based on urban and
peri-urban land cover mapping (only in electronic format)
Action D3. The FLIRE DSS, A web service SYSTEM for the management
of natural disasters in urban and rural areas (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Post-fire debris flow potential in a fire prone Mediterranean
landscape (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Web service systems for the management of natural disasters –
The case study of the FLIRE DSS in urban and rural areas (only in
electronic format)
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7.3.10b22
7.3.10b23
7.3.10b24
7.3.10b25
7.3.11a
7.3.11b
7.3.12
7.3.13

Action D3. Assessing post fire flood risk potential in a typical
Mediterranean Wildland-Urban Interface of Greece (only in electronic
format)
Action D3. FLIRE DSS, A web service system for the management of
wildfires and floods in urban and periurban areas (only in electronic
format)
Action D3. Examining the sensitivity of flood modelling in periurban areas
in rainfall inputs of variable accuracy (only in electronic format)
Action D3. Hydrological modelling for flood forecasting: calibrating the
post-fire initial conditions (only in electronic format)
Action D4. 1st Networking meeting report
Action D4. 2nd Networking meeting report
FLIRE User Group
List of Trainees

6.4 Final table of indicators
Attached in the folder 7.4_Final_Indicators.

6.5 Itemised responses to EC comments on technical and dissemination issues
Attached in the folder 7.5_Itemised_Responces, separate folder for each action.
Annex No
Title
Action A1. – EC letter of 02/11/2013
7.5.1
Action A2. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
7.5.2
Action A2. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
7.5.3
Action A2. – EC letter of 18/07/2016
7.5.3.a
7.5.4
Action B3. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
Action B3. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
7.5.5
Action B5. – EC letter of 18/07/2016
7.5.5.a
Action B6. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
7.5.6
Action B6. – EC letter of 02/12/2015
7.5.7
Action B7. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
7.5.8
Action B7. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
7.5.9
Action C1. – EC letter of 05/06/2013
7.5.10
Action C1. – EC letter of 02/11/2013
7.5.11
Action C1. – EC letter of 16/05/2014
7.5.12
7.5.13
Action C1. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
Action C1. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
7.5.14
Action C1. – EC letter of 02/12/2015
7.5.15
Action C1. – EC letter of 18/07/2016
7.5.15.a
Action C2. – EC letter of 02/11/2013
7.5.16
Action C2. – EC letter of 16/05/2014
7.5.17
Action C2. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
7.5.18
Action C2. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
7.5.19
Action C2. – EC letter of 02/12/2015
7.5.20
Action D1. – EC letter of 02/11/2013
7.5.21
7.5.22
Action D1. – EC letter of 16/05/2014
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7.5.23
7.5.24
7.5.25
7.5.26
7.5.27
7.5.28
7.5.29
7.5.30
7.5.31
7.5.32
7.5.33
7.5.34
7.5.35
7.5.36
7.5.37
7.5.38
7.5.39
7.5.40
7.5.41
7.5.42
7.5.43

7.

Action D1. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
Action D1. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
Action D1. – EC letter of 02/12/2015
Action D2. – EC letter of 02/11/2013
Action D2. – EC letter of 16/05/2014
Action D2. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
Action D2. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
Action D2. – EC letter of 02/12/2015
Action D3. – EC letter of 02/11/2013
Action D3. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
Action D3. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
Action D3. – EC letter of 02/12/2015
Action D4. – EC letter of 05/06/2013
Action D4. – EC letter of 02/11/2013
Action D4. – EC letter of 16/05/2014
Action D4. – EC letter of 04/08/2014
Action D4. – EC letter of 07/01/2015
Action D4. – EC letter of 18/07/2016
Action D4. – EC letter of 18/07/2016
Action E1. – EC letter of 18/07/2016
Action E2. – EC letter of 18/07/2016

Financial report and annexes

Annex No
8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5

Title
Standard Payment Request and Beneficiary's Certificate
Consolidated Cost Statement for the Project
Financial Statements of the Beneficiaries
EC Financial Comments.
Auditor's report
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